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I. INTRODUCTION

1. At its thirty-fourth session, the General Assembly decided to maintain the
Con~ittee to Review United Nations rublic Information Policies and Activities,
establish~d under Assembly reso~ution )3/115 C of 18 December 1978, which would be
known as the Committee on Information, and to increase its membership from 41
to 66. In its resolution 34/182 of 18 December 1979, the Assembly requested the
Committee on Informati~nl

"(a) To continue to examin~ United Nations public iHformation policies
and activities, in the li9ht of the evolution of international relations,
particularly durin9 the past ~wo decades, and of the imperatives of the
establishment of the new international economic order and of a new world
information and communication order,

"(b) To evaluate and follow up the efforts made and the pr09ress achieved
by the United Nations system i~ the field of information and communications,

"(c) To promote the estllbllshment of a illew, more just and more effective
world information and comr'lunication order intended to ytrengthen peace and
international understanding and based on the free circulation and wider and
better balanced dissemination of information and to make rec~mmendations

thereon to the General AAsembly,"

Bud requested the CommittQe on Information and the Secretary-General to report to
the Assembly at its thirty-fifth session.

2. At its thirty-fifth session, the General Assembly expressed its satisfaction
with the work of the Committee on Information, approved the report of the Committee
and the recommendations of its Ad Hoc Working Group, 11 reaffirmed the mandate
given to the Committee in Assembly resolution 34/]82, decided to increase the
membership of the Committee from 66 to 61 and requested the Committee to report to
the As~embly at its thirty-sixth session (resolution 35/201 of 16 December 1980).
The Committee on Information agr~ed, at its organizational ses~'oa in 1980. that
the principle of geographical rotation would be applied to all t~e cfficers of the
Committoe and that they should be elected for two-year te~mu of office.

3. At its thirty-sixth to forty-second s~ssions, the General ~~3embly expressed
its satisfaction with the work of the Committee on Information, approved the
reports of the Committeo 11 and its recommendations, reaffirmed t~e mandate given
to the Committee in resolution 34/182 and requested the Committee to report to the
Assembly at its next (thirty-seventh to forty-third) sessions (General Assembly
resolutions 36/169 a, 31/94 a, 38/82 a, 39/98, 40/164 A, 41/6~ A and 42/162).

4. At its thirty-ninth session, the General Assembly appointed two new members of
the Committep, namely China and M&xico; at its forty-firbt session the Assembly
also appointed Malta as a new member of the Committee, bringi~g the total
membership to 10.
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5. The CQmmittee is compose. ,f the followin~ Member States&

Algeria
Arl:Jentina
Bangladesh
Belgium
Benin
Dradl
Bulgaria
Burundi
Chile
China
Color:lbia
Congo
Costa Rice
Cote d'Ivoire
Cuba
Cyprus
Derunark
Ecuador
Egypt
El Salvador
Ethiopia
Finland
France
German Democratic

RepUblic
Germany, Federal

RepUblic of

Ghana
Greece
Guatemala
Guinea
Guyana
India
Indonesia
Italy
Japan
Jordan
Kenya
Lebl1non
Malta
Mexico
MonCJolia
Morocco
Netherlands
Niger
Nigeria
Pakistan
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Sir.gapore
Somalia
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Spain
Sri Lanka
Sudan
Syrian 1\rab

RepUblic
Togo
Trinidad and

Tobago
Tunisia
TurkflY
Ukrainian Soviet

Socialist RepUblic
Union of' Soviet

Socialist Republics
United ~inqdom of

Great Britain and
Northern Ireland

United Republic of
Tanzania

United States of
America

Venezuela
Viet Nam
Yemen
YU(Joslavia
Zaire



11. OPENING OF THE SESSION AND ORGANIZATIONAL QUESTIONS

6. Pursuant to consultations undertaken by the bureau of the Committee with the
respective regional groups, it was agreed to mergs the previously planned two-day
organizational session with the regular SUbstantive session and to shorten the
latter by one week.

7. The tenth session of the Committee on Inform&tion took place at United Nations
Headquarters from 37 June to 13 and on 8 and 9 September 1988. The Committee held
15 meetings.

8. At the 1st meeting, the Chairman of the Committee emphasized the important
role of the Department in attaining su~cess for the Organization, which was
currently facing a crisis of credibility. He called for a careful examination of
all information Vossibilities and all initiatives that can bl undertaken in order
to make better known the purposes and achievements of the United Nations. He cited
recent examples of inf~rmation activities that had contributed to the enhancement
of the roJe of the Organization in solving problems before the international
community, thus projecting an image of the United Nations in general. Re
recogni~Ad the Committee ae a unique forum, in which discussions and negotiations
allowed for an intensity of convictions, a we~lth and dive;sity ot cultural
horizons and a depth of aspirations joined in the quest for a single world with
many voices. He urged members of the Committee to have, as their central
objective, the attainment of consensus in the sess1on's deliberations and to
exercise their imagination and flexibility to t.hat end (see annex I).

9. In her opening statement, the Under-Secretary Gener~l for Publi~ Information
reviewed t.he Department's accomplishment~ both in pursuance of its multifaceted
mandate a~d in addressing the multiplicity of expectations voiced by a wide
spectrum of: poople, medie, non-governmental organizations, United Nations
associations, educational institutions, and parliamentarians from many countries
and continents. She spoke of the restructuring in the Department, as mandated by
the General Assembly and described the information activities undertaken by the
Derartment during the past 12 months. She ask~d for tho COlnmi~tee's guidance for
the Department, as its members review the documentation beforp them, and wished
them to reach solutions tnat would result in more effective information and
communication abilities for the Organization (see annex 11).

B. Organization of ~~~~Y

10. The Chairman infot"med the Committee of the resignation of two Vice-Chairmen,
Mr. Nabil Osman (Egypt) and Mr. Aneesuddin Abroed (Pakistan). and of the
nominations, on behalf of their respective Governments, of
Mr. Waguih Said Moustapha Ranafi (Egypt), and Mr. Mansoor Suhail (Pakistan), to
replace them.

11. Having dtcided, under the provisions of rule 10~ of the rules of procedure of
the Goneral A:;sembly, to dispense with secret ballots, the Committee elected by
acclamation, Mr. Waguih Said Moustapha Hanafi (Egypt) and Mr. Manst)or Sull" i 1
(Pakist3n) as its Vice-Chairmen for the remainder of their predecessors I tt~rms of
office.
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12. Pursuant to proposals made by the represe~tatives of the Syrian Arab Republic
and Trinidad ~nd Tobago, the Committee decide6 to includfl a new sub-item, to be
considered under agenda item 5 (h), entitled "Maintenance an~ enhancement of the
role of all regional units".

13. The Committee then adopted without objection the following agenda and
programme of workl

1. Openinq of the sesalon.

2. Statement by the Chairman and by the Under-Secretary General for Public
Information.

3. Adoption of the agenda and programme of work.

4. Organi.ational questions.

5. Substantive questionsI

(a) Promution of the establishment of a new, more ~u8t and more
effective world information and communication order intended to
strengthen peace and international understanding and based on the
free circulation and wider and better balanced dissemination of
inf~rmatioDI

(b) Continuation of the ezamination of United N~tions public information
policies and activities An the light of the evolution or
international relations, particularly during the past two decades,
aud of the imperatives of the establishment of the new internatior-al
economic order and of a new world information and communication
orderl

Consideration of sub-items in this area would includel

(i) Report on the feasibility and financial implications of
applying modern technologies for the collection, production,
storage, dissemination and distribution of information
materials, including the use of satellite facilities
(A/AC.198/1988/2),

(ii) Report on the enhancement of co-operation with Member States in
short-wave broadcast of radio programmes of the Department of
Public Information (A/AC.198/1988/3);

(ili) Report on the coverage of United Nations activities pertaining
to the situation in the Middle East and the question of
Palestine (A/AC.198/1988/4);

(iv) Report on the situation regarding the staff of the Department
of Public Information in posts subject to geographic~l

distribution (A/AC.19B/1988/S);
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(v) Report on the improvement in the dlstrlbution of taped radio
programmes and curtailm$nt of radio programmes of the
Department of Public Information (A/AC.198/1988/6);

(vi) Report on the reassesoment of. the effectiveness ~f the
UR-thronicle (A/AC.198/1988/7);

(vii) Proposed revisions to the medium-term plan for the period
1984-1989 (A/43/6) (chap. 9);

(vUi) Revised programme budget for the biennium 1988-1989
\A/C.5/43/l/Add.6) (sect. 21) ;

(ix) Repor~ on the feRsibility of consolidating ftnd co-ordinating
all public information actAvities within the United Nations
with speclfic refe~e~ce to the financial implications as well
as to the effectiveness of the Department of Public Information
as the focal point for public information activities (to be
issued) ;

(x) Maintenance and enhancement of the role of all regional unitsl

(0) Evaluati~n and follow-up on the efforts made and the progress
ftchieved by the United Nations system in the field of info~mation

and communication;

(xi) Report on the programme and activities of the Joint United
Nations Information Co~mitteel report of th$ Joint United
Nations Information Committee at its fifteenth session
(A/AC.198/l988/8);

(xii) Implementation of the recommendations made by the Committee for
Proqramme and Co-ordination at its twenty-sixth session on the
work of the Department of Public Informations report of the
Secretary-General (E/AC.5l/1988/1l).

6. Adoption of the report of the Committee to the General Assembly at its
forty-thild session.

14. The Committee on Inlormation decided to establish a Working Group and to
conduct f~rther informal consultations through the spokesmen for the regional
groups (Group of 77, Socialist States of Eastern Europe, Western Group and Japan)
and China.

15. Member States that took part in the session as observers weres Austria,
Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Ga~on, Hungary,
Ireland, Jam~ica, Sweden and Zimbabwe. A representative of the Holy See also
participated as observer.

16. Representatives of the following United Nations specialized agencies were
presentl International Labour Organisation (ILO), Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations (FAO), United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) and World Health Organization (WHO).
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17. In addition, a representative of the Le~gue of Arab States and representatives
of the following non-governmental organizations were present: Inter-American Press
Associa.ion, International Organization of Journalists and World Federation of
United Nations Associations.

D. Other business

18. At the 5th, lOth and 13th meetings of the Committee, the Chairman announced
that Hungary, Zimbabwe and Ir~land, respectively, had requested membership to the
Committee. The Committee, supporting those requests, decided to submit the
candidacies to the General Assembly for approval.
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Ill. SUBSTANTIVE QUESTIONS

(a) Promotiok o~ the establishment of A new. more ~ust and more
effective world .nfo{matiQn and communication order intended
to strengthen Reac. ADd intetnat11nal uDdersta»diUg and baled
Qn the free circulatiQD And wider and better balanced
dissemination of information

19. Representatives of the following countries made statements in consideration of
agenda item 5 (a)& Algeria, Argentina, Bangladesh, Belgium (speaking also on
behalf of Denm~rk, Finland (on behalf of the Nordic countries), France, Germany
(Federal Republic of), Greece, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain,
Turkey, the United Kingdom 0: Great Britain and Northern Ireland t;nd the United
States of America), Bulgaria, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Ethiopia, German
Democratic Republic, Guatemala, India, Indonesia, Kenya, Mexico, Mongolia,
Pakistan, Poland, Romania, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Syrian Arab Republic, Tunisia,
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Viet ~am

and Yugoslavia.

20. Many representatives referred to the positive trends of change they saw in the
current international political environment and expressed the hope that those
trends would contribute to a spirit of co-operation and consensus in the
Committee's deliberations. A majority of delegations stressed that the
restructuring of the Department of Public Information was to be undertaken in order
to enhance informatiOn programmes and impart a higher level of efficiency to the
Department in carrying out its mandate. At the same time, a large number of
representatives regretted that 10 years had passed since the Committee had been
charged with finding ways to contribute to the establishment of a new world
information and communication order - recognized by the developing countlies as the
means to ensure free circulation and wider and better balanced dissemination of
information - and that little progress had been achieved.

21. Many members of the Committee supported the promotion aud establishment of a
new world information and communication order. Th~y pointed to th9 imbalances that
eaisted in the field of information. Advances in communications technology had
exacerbated the gep between developed and developing counL~~es. Several
delegations emphasized the effects of information and c~mmunications in an
interdependent world on economy, trade, culture and development, both on the
national and international levels. Some delegations deplored the fact that
information disAPminated about developiny countries was perceived from a
perspective the.': ',/llS not always fair Qr accurate. It was reiterated that a new
world informatlon and communication order should not be viewed as a restrictive
pr~~ass but rathar as & process aimed at enhancing information infrastructures and
thb flow of information among all countries on an equal basis. A number of
delegations said that, in formulating objectives, it was important to take into
account the diverse economJc, social and cultural realities in developing
countries. In supporting a new world information and comnlunication order, several
delegations emphasized that information could play an important role in fostering a
Climate of understanding ~mong peoples of the world. Some delegates pointed out
that the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations, especially
the principle of sovereign equality among nations, should guide all activities in
that field.
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22. Delegations representing developed countries expressed their readiness to work
and co-op~rate with developing countries to augment their media capacity and
restated their commitment to helping those countries achieve economic, social and
cultural progress.

23. Almost all the delegations expressed their appreciation to the
Under-Secretary-General for Public Information for her illustrative and
comprehensive statement and her tireless efforts under admittedly arduous
circumstances. One representative observed the precision of focus in the
Department's activities as described by the Under-Secretary-General, including the
maintenance of regional programmes, which reflected a conviction that there was no
global avdience. Many members of the Committee extended their full co-operation to
the Under-Secretary-General in her efforts to fulfil the mandate of the General
Assembly in the field of public information: some commended her for the able and
dynamic stewardship she was providing to the Department. In that connection,
several delegations hailed the informal briefings organized by the Department prior
to the session as an effective dialogue on the implementation of the Department's
information mandates. ~hey thanked the Under-Secretary-General and the staff of
the Department for that initiative, and hoped that such briefings would continue in
the future. Several delegations cOD'plimented the Department on the attractive
design and better readability of th5! new issue of the UN Chronicle distributed for
their perusal.

24. Several delegations considered the Committee's mandate as very topical and
agreed to discuss its fulfilment in the light of the new situation both in the
field of international relations and within the United Nations system. Regarding
its responsibilities, one representative noted that the Committee was at a
crossroads, and that it should seek new approaches in reaching general agr~ement.

Another representative proposed that the Committee's recommendations to the
Department should be leading to concrete action and should be general in nature:
the Committee should avoid transforming its documents into a long list of
prescriptions difficult to implement. That proposal was supported by several other
delegations.

25. One delegation voiced the idea of establishing a world information programme
under the United Nations auspices to foster confidence among the peoples by
ensuring balanced flows of objective information in all directions. Some
representatives supported the idea.

26. Some delegations agreed with the view of the Under-Secretary-General that
there was much confusion, misinformation and scepticism about the Organization.
Generally it was felt that a more efficient Department of Public Information would
enhance the image of the United Nations. One delegation expressed concern OVbC

what appeared to be unreasonable criticisms of the United Nations by certain
sectors with influence in recommending policy in certain developed countries. That
delegation requested DPI to continue consultations with delegations on how to
handle such matters. One delegation was intrigued by the attempt of the Department
to use the Executive Media Services as a tool to give the United Nations a "human
face"; another delegation felt that the continued financial crisis of the United
Nations was probably a reflection on how that image had suffered of late - and
exhorted the Department to play a central role in the restoration of the United
Nations image by making better known its achievements and its role in creating
peace. In that context, the ~enth anniversary of the United Nations Declarp~ion on
the Preparation of Societies for Life in Peace and the UNESCO Declaration 0.. the
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Mass Media were mentioned. Some delegations urged the Department to strengthen its
practical co-operation with Member States as well as with support groups within
those States.

27. Proposals to enhance the image of the United Nations were made by one
delegation: an international data bank with information on national mass media
coverage of United Nations activities and an "Information Award", which would
provide a yearly recognition for the best dissemination of information about the
United Nations.

28. Most speakers recognized that freedom of information was a fundamental human
right, which formed the basis of a just and democratic society and was enshrined in
the relevant provisions of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. A group of
delegations emphasized that this right was an essential principle that should be
maintained in the search for a consensus. Freedom of opinion and freedom of
expression implied the right to seek, to receive and to disseminate informa~ion and
ideas, regardless of national frontiers. Many men and women from all continents
had suffered and some had died to ensure that that right was recognized and
accepted. Everyone should be able to benefit without obstacle or censorship from
free information, from the search for knowledge in all its forms and from access to
all points of view. In the preamble to the Universal Declaration, a world in which
human beings were free to speak and believe had been proclaimed as the highest
aspiration of mankind. These delegations had therefore noted with great intArest
that the Director-General of UNESCO had affirmed the role of that organization in
promoting and preserving a free flow of information. Efforts to overcome existing
imbalances and differences in the information capacity of developing and developed
countries, as well as the efforts of the United Nations in that field, should
therefore be based upon the principle of freedom of information. One
representative recalled that General Assembly resolution 59 (I) of
14 December 1946, underlined that freedom of information requires, as an
inoispenSable element, the moral obligation against its abuse. Many
representatives emphasized that freedom of information and a free flow of
information could not be attained until the infrastructure of information and
communication in developing countries was built up, especially their news
agencies. One delegation would have liked to see a balanced, two-way flow of
information that was objective, accurate and reflective of reality, and had
diversified sources. Another delegation warned that historically the guise of
freedom of information had been used as a tool to aggravate tensions between
nations, to promote war, escalate attacks on developing countries and 6eclare war
on national liberation ~ovements, portraying their struggle as terrorism.

29. Some representatives pointed to the fact that, in the Committee's discussion
of a new world information and communication order, the challenge was to find
points that allowed greater co-operation without forcing anyone into unilateral
positions unacceptable to the majority. It was therefore time to set the
conceptual debate over the definition of the new order to rest. A vast majority of
Committee members had acquiesced since 1986 in conceding to demands to amend the
definition of the new order with the phrase "evolving and continuous process".
This was a major concession by developing countries accorded in the spirit of
accommodation and compromise, and it was hoped that reciprocity from the other side
would not be found wanting so that a consensus recommendation could be reached. It
was felt that the consensus reached at the one hundred twenty-ninth session of the
Executive Board of UNESCO on the issue of "Communication in the service of
humankind" might facilitate the work of the Committee in reaching general agreement.
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30. It was pointed out that a now information order should not be equated with,
nor was it synonymous with, news censorship or control of the pressl and that the
word "order" did not circumscribe freedom of the press and media.

31. Optimism was expressed by some delegations who considered that the United
Nations was a natural forum for reaching agreements between nations on the needs of
a new information and communication order, and that the issue should be a priority
item in the work of the Department of Public Information. Its establishment would
represent peace and security for the world, allowing nations to know each other
through flows of information that would also contribute to strengthening
multilaterallsm by creating a climate of ~onfidence and trust and the understanding
of each nation in the context ef its resp~ctive socio-cultl1ral conditions.

32. ~n urgent plea to safeguard the professional activities of all journalists 
without ties, pressures or censorShip - was made by ODe delegation, who also urged
th~t journalists be protected against acts of terrorism and called for a
recommendation to condemn the murder and kidnapping of journalists.

33. Many delegations praised the assistance provided to developing countries by
UNESCO, which retained the central role in the field of information, and by its
International Programme for the Development of Communication. They stated their
support for the co-operation between UNESCO and the Department of Public
Information and urged them to explore the multifaceted means to disseminate
information and news, and to enable developing countries to gain access to modern
communication technology. Some delegations underlined the signficance of further
contributions to the International Programme in order to achieve practical
results. One delegation regretted that the moagre resources available to the
Programme would not allow it to aid developing countries in building needed
communication infrastructures. That concern was echoed by delegations who saw in
the current growth and innovation in communication technologies a contributory
factor to the existing imbalances in the flow of information, Which remained under
the contro~ of a few industrialized nations.

34. One representative, favouring all efforts to croate a freer, more diversified
flow of information, stated his country's commitment to development co-operation
and the establishment of communication networks in developing countries.

35. Another representative called for the need to understand better and demystify
the political nature of the era of communications - dOI~inated by satellites,
computers, data banks and integrated networks - to which developing countries had
limited access because of costs, lack of training and language problems. That made
them dependent on developed countries for information, and a neo-colonial situation
was so created. He asked the Committee and the Department not to ignore the
implications of that reality and to intensify their work in favour of a better
balance of information. A few delegations reflected that communications media must
play a more active role in non-confrontation and hon-intervention and made
references to specific radio broadcasts. One delegation proposed that the
Committee analyse the political nature of transborder communications, which he
believed, constituted "export" services and as such should be regulated under the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU).
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36. The expanded co-operation between the Departmeut of Public Information and the
Pool of Non-Aligned News Agencies was lauded by several delegations. One
delegation was hapQV to see the Under-Secretary-General's participation in the
recent meetings of the Broadcasting Organization of the Non-Aligned Countries and
hoped that, with the Department's co-operation, progress would be made in
correcting current imbalances in the flow of information. Other delegations
underscored the importance of the Department's co-operation with the Pool of
Non-Aligned News ~gencies and urged the Department to extend it to Eeo-pool as
well. Regional and subregional communications infrastructures had to L~ bolstered
with a commitment to pragmatic measures, based on collective self-reliance. It was
suggested that the Department monitor the meetings of the Non-Aligned Movement and
those of its regional organizations since it could lead to a wider an1 better
balanced system of information.

37. Many delegations expressed appreciation for the training programmes for young
journalists and broadcasters organized by the Department. They also welcomed the
proposed regional seminars, which woul~ contribute to the establishment of
communication infrastructure in developing countries - and called for the
strengthening of those programmes.

38. Appreciation was also expressed by some delegations for the work of the
members of the United Nations Correspondents Association in disGeminating
information on United Nations activities in their countries. They urged the
Department to continue extending its support and all facilities to the Association.

39. Several delegations stated their support for the planned non-governmental
organizations (NGD) and media symposium on the role of the United Nations in the
maintenance of peace. One delegation .xpressed the hope that the anticipated world
campaign for human rights, to be launched in 1989, would receive due attention from
the Department.

40. The restructuring of the Department was generally viewed with favour by the
delegations who saw the process as leading to rationalization, modernization,
heightened efficiency and a further improvement of the Department. Several
delegations expressed their support for the efforts and new initiatives of the
Under-Secretary-General. One delegation supported the Under-Secretary-General's
decision to reorganize the Department within existing resources and urged her to
ensure that available resources were used more effectively. The formation of a new
United Nations Information Centres Division was seen as instrumental in the
improvement of the quality of guidance and the co-ordination of activities of
information centres. The new Dissemination Division, it was hoped, would
contribute to a more timely distribution of United Nations information products.
Recognizing and supporting the rationale behind rostructuring, one delegation
expressed the hope that the issue of elimination of thematic units would be
reconsidered by the Department. The Department's authority to cancel programmes,
such as those mandated in General Assembly resolution 38/82 B of 15 December 1983,
was questioned. One delegation expressed satisfaction that the anti-.~[~

section would be retained in the new structure of the Department. Certain
delegations expressed the opinion that the elimination of the anti-ap~[thei~

section would send the wrong message not only to South Africa but to the world. A
few delegations expressed their inability to approve the process of restructuring
until they had all information and assurances from the Department that
reorganization would not affect the delivery of mandated programmes. One
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delegation said that it was unhelpful for a minority of delegations or regional
groups to seek to have the reform process applied selectively or partially.

41. A few delegations questioned the merger of the Department's work on human
rights with that on development issues in the new structure. They felt that human
rights should have been placed with self-determination and racial discrimination.
Otherwise, it could lead to an incorrect impression that emphasis would not be put
on the coverage of all human rights issues.

42. Concern was expressed by several delegations as to the future of the
Department's educational activities. The section previously responsible for those
activities did not appear in the new structure, its functions being absorbed in the
activities of the Communications and Projects Management Service, its focus and
coherence seemingly diminished.

43. Reaction to the proposed multimedia approach for the dissemination of United
Nations public information was mixed. Some delegations felt the approach could be
effective. Others had reservations because many United Nations issues required
consistent coverage that was beyond the scope of publicity campaigns.

44. Given the inadequate programmatic responsibilities and authority of the Bureau
of Programme Operations in the new structure of the Department, a suggestion was
made that the stability of the post of the Director be ensured and that the
functions of the Committee Liaison and Evaluation Division be transferred to the
Bureau.

45. The Department was exhorted by a number of delegations to take into account an
equitable geographic distrib~.tion of posts in determining its overall activities
and it was underscored that restructuring should not affect that basic principle,
especially at higher levels. Although recognizing that the administrative
structures of the United Nations were the prerogative of the Secretary-General, and
urging the Committee not to constrict his flexibility to appoint subordinates, one
delegation stressed that all regions should be represented at top levels of
management, especially in public information, for it was necessary for those who
prepared information to understand their audiences.

46. The approval of reforms by some delegations was conditioned to the assurance
by the Department that restructuring would take into account the global character
of the objectives of the United Nations and be consistent with the principles and
mandates to which the Committee had committed itself. As one delegation put it,
changes may be fundamental and far-reaching in their implications. Concerns were
expressed regarding the Department's coverage in the field of decolonization and
the production of audio-visual materials on non-self-governing territories; some
delegations questioned the elimination of specialized, thematically oriented units,
such as the Division for Economic and Social Information; others saw unprecedented
cuts in functions and in programmes; cut-backs on procurement of equipment; post
reductions; consolidation of information centres - all of which could undermine the
ability of the Department to report on such specific issues as the scourge of
apartheid, Namibia, the question of Pale~tine, the role of women in society and
other matters relating to social development.

47. A number of delegations urged the Department to redouble its efforts in
carrying out General Assembly mandates and to play an organizational and
co-ordinating role as focal point of public information tasks of the United Nations
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system. Several delegations commanded the initiatives taken by the Department to
fulfil those mandates under real financial constraints. Others commended the
Department's activities on the Africa recovery programme and encouraged further
development of those activities.

48. Most delegatious stressed that the Department should continue to maintain
editorial independence and accuracy in documentation and take account of divergent
opinions wher~ they existed. Current fluancial restrictions should not be used as
an excuse not to disseminatw lnformation on main issues. Soma d8legations
underscored the goal of the restructuring as the general improvement of the
Department's act.lvities in the interest of the international community. They
stressed that content should not be abandoned for the sake of fgrm, nor any
priorities be put aside. One delegation said that what was needed was quality not
quantity, tho Committee should refrain frnm giving the D~partment too many mandates
that it could not realistically carry out.

49. One ~elegation urged that resources be found to continue with the publication
of the World NewBpaper Supplement. The irreplaceable role played by the
publication Deyelopment Forum in providing information focuRed on social and
economic development issues of developing countries was underscored. Several
delegations emphasized the need for a sound and stable financial basis for that
puulication. A request for explanation on the progress of time~ier publication of
the UN Yearbook was made by one representative, stating that d~spite additional
funds provided by a number of countrie~, including his own, to expedite production,
the latest availabla issue of the publication was for 1983. He asked to know when
problems causing delay would be solved.

50. Most delegations affirmed that the Uniteu Nations information centres should
continue their crucial role as disseminators of information on the entire spectrum
of United Nations activities, thus promoting the image of the Organization. The
centres played a major role in mobilizing world public opinion for the aims and
purposes of the United Nations and had a major function to fulfil in the
development process. Their role and structure should not be reduced. They should
intensify their exchanges with local media, educational institutions and NGO. in an
effort to reach broader target groups in promotin~ better knowledge about the
United Nations. One delegation felt that duplication between the functions of the
United Nations information centres and those of other United Nations field offices
should be avoided.

51. C~e delegation felt that the staff and operating exp9nB9~ of the information
centres were too high in proportion to resources left for information activities.
It was suggested that directors of United Nations informati~n c~ntres should be
interviewed at least once a year on their utilization and ne~d f~r DPI products and
that activities of United Nations information centres and services shOUld be
evaluated periodically. In this connection, the practice o~ regional meetings with
directors of United Nations information centres was encouraged.
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(b) CQntinuatiQn Qf the examinatiQn Qf United NatiQns public
infQrmatiQn pQlicies and activities in the light Qf the
eVQlutiQn Qf internatiQnal relatiQns. particularly during
the past twQ decades. and Qf the imperatives Qf the
establishment Qf tbe new internatiQnal eCQnQmic Qrder and
Qf a new wQrld infQrmatiQn and communicatiQn Qrder

52. The CQmmittee heard the Under-Secretary-General fQr Public InfQrmatiQn at the
start Qf its 8th and 12th meetings, in which agenda items 5 (b) and 5 (c) were
discussed. She prQvided respQnses tQ the questiQns raised Qn thQse items by
delegatiQns in the CQurse Qf the debate.

53. The fQ1IQwing delegatiQns made statements in the discussiQn Qf items 5 (b)
and (c): Chile, France, Finland (Qn behalf Qf the NQrdic cQuntries), German
DemQcratic Republic, Germany (Federal Republic of), Netherlands, Nigeria,
Philippines, Syrian Arab Republic, Trinidad and TQbagQ, Ukrainian SQviet SQcialist
Republic, United KingdQm Qf Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Uni~ed Republic Qf
Tanzania, United States of America and Zimbabwe. A representative Qf the League Qf
Arab States, and the DirectQr Qf the LiaiSQn Office Qf UNESCO alsQ made statements.

(i) RepQrt Qn the feasibility and financial implicatiQns Qf applying mQdern
technQlQgies fQr the collectiQn. prQductiQn. stQrage. disseminatiQn and
distributiQn Qf infQrmatiQn materials. including the use Qf satellite
facilities (A/AC.198/1988/2)

54. MQst delegatiuns spoke in favQur of intrQducing new technologies intQ the
Department in Qrder tQ make its wQrk mQre efficient and tQ give users Qf its
infQrmatiQn as brQad an access to it as possible. Several delegatiQns welcQmed the
electronic infQrmatiQn netwQrk that now linked SQme 80 users of United NatiQns
infQrmation wQrld wide.

55. MQst delegatiQns stated their suppQrt fQr the Department's effQrts tQ use
technQ1Qgy to increase its efficiency and timeliness in dissemination of
infQrmation materials. Several delegatiQns recQmmended acceleration in the prQcess
Qf linking information centres to Headquarters by electrQnic mail, thQugh
recQgnizing at the same time the Department's financial CQnstraints.

(ii) R,pQrt Qn the eQhancem,nt Qf cQ-operatiQn with Member States in short-waye
brQadcast Qf radiQ prQgramm,s Qf the Departm,nt Qf Public InfQrmatiQn
(A/AC.198/1988/3)

56. The resumption of some short-wave broadcasts with the co-operatiQn of national
broadcasting organizations in developing countries was praised by several
delegations. Others questioned the suspensiQn of short-wave radio brQadcasts and
cQnsequent loss of large audiences.

57. One representative prQpQsed that the Department seriQusly cQnsider brQadcast
bridges - both live radiQ and televisiQn brQadcasts linking audiences in different
regiQns Qf the wQrld in a candid discussiQn Qf issues Qf CQmmQn CQncern. Such
brQadcast bridges via satellite had been successfully undertaken by several
t:Juntries and CQuld be an etfective means Qf disseminating informatiQn abQut the
United NatiQns.
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58. The same representative urged the Committeo to express its gratitude to
Governments that transmit United Nations short-wave broadcasts free of charge. He
also felt that the Department would have been more effective in sUbmitting one
report on thi incre~se in dissemination of radio progrAmmes and the strengthening
of co-operation with Member States in radio broadcasting instead of the two
separate reports (A/AC.198/1988/3 and 6) before the Committee.

(iil) Report on the cQyerage Qf United Notions activitie, pertaining tQ the
situation in the Middle East and the Quft8tion of Palestine (A/AC.198/1988/4)

59. Several delegations praised the work of the Department in its efforts to
disseminate information on the problems in the Middle East and on the question of
Palestine. Several expressed their hope that the restructuring of the Deparunent
would not unde~iDe the ability of the Department to r~port on those issues. One
deldgation felt that the proposed multi-media approach on priority items, such as
the question of Palestine, could be effective.

60. One delegation was of the opinion that the Department's output in the area of
publications on the question of Palestine could be imrroved. For the 1988-1989
period, only two new brochures and two repr~nts were planned and the staff costs
projected were higher than those projected for information materials.

61. One observer expressed gratitude for the Department's co-operation with the
League of Arab States, particularly in its disseminatio" of information on the
question of Palestine. The mandates of the Department were many, which, he felt,
was a sign of trust in the Department'8 a~ility to contribute to the correction of
imbalances in the existing flows of information.

(iv) B~~Qn the situatiQn regarding the staff of the Department Qf PubliC
InformatiQn in PQlts lub~ect to geQgraphical distribution (A/AC.198/1988/5)

62. Several delegations expressed concern about the Department's i~balanced

geographical distribution of posts, particularly at senior levels, where
responsibility lies for policy and substantive inputs in the direction of
information programmes. Others stressed that no single country or group of
countries have the monopoly on talent or expertise.

63. Some delegations noted that their regions - Africa, Asia and the Pacific,
Eastern Europe - were at a disadvantage as reflected in the Secretariat's
document. One representative q~estioned the merging of North America and the
Caribbean as & geographical unity for the purpose of distribution of pos' J.

~arious delegations expressed their hope that the Under-Secretary-General would
take steps to correct the current inequities. Talent, creativity, experience as
well as sensitivity to regional needs should guide her choice among candidates.

64. One delegation cautioned that the efficiency of the Department should not be
equated with a smaller Departmentl another delegate suggested that equitable
geographic distribution of poots should be flaxible and should refer to the United
Nations Secretariat as a whole and not to each deparbment separately. Several
delegations called for the Department to consider their national candidates in
filling available posts while one delegation felt the Committee should be dealing
with programmatic issues first, and concerns about Cilling vacant posts in the
Department should be relegated to a later stage.
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(v) RepQrt Qn the imprQvement in the dlstributigD..sa. tapel1-..[.&\1Q....P-I-.O~ammesand
curtailment gf radig prggrammes gf the Depa[tment _of Public Infg[mation
(A/~C.198/1988/6)

65. DelegatiQns frQm deve!Qping CQuntries stressed the fact that radiQ remained
the main infQrmation medium in their countries and, cQnsidering thA potential
aUdiences radiQ can reach, seriously questioned the wisdom of suppressing such
United Nations tapAd radio prog&ammes as the ones in Hindi, Japanese, Pilipino,
Portu9uese and Urdu. In that connection, concern was expressed by a number of
delegations regaEding stopping the production of several radio programmes. They
felt that Dudgetary priQrities should be reconsidered both in the light Qf the
number of people those programmes were reaching and in terms of the guidelin~s in
the revised medium-term plan for the Department, which clearly stated the objective
of reaching a greater number of people in all regions.

66. One representative informed the Committee that the radio organization in his
country was affected by the cessation of the Department's taped radiQ prQgrammes
an1 had tried local adaptation of the centrally produced programmes. The
experience was not successful. He urq.d the Department to take measures to resume
the productiQn of prQgrammes temporarily curtailed.

(vi) RepQrt on the reassessment gt the effectivoness Qf the UN Chronicle
(A/AC.198/1988/7)

67. Several delegations expressed their satisfaction at the Department's efforts
to improve its outputs despite financial constraints and the difficult prQcess of
reorganizatiQn. The UN Ch[gnicle was mentiQned by a number of delegations as
having improved in its presentation and readability; the last editJon,
specifically, was found more attractive, more balanced and impartial. One
delegation felt that the new editorial board allowed the publication to reflect
local interests and hopea that the language adaptation teams would ensure the
continuation of tilat kind of flexibility and that the publication would be
distributed in a timely fBshion.

68. A number of delegations regretted that the readership evaluation of the UN
Chrgnicle could not be completed and that time and money were lost in the process.
A report based on appropriate methodology was requested for presentation at the
Committee's next session.

(vii) f[Qposed revisions tg the medium-term plan fQr the periQd 1984-1989
(A/43/6, chap. 9)

69. The Committee was infQrmed that the Committee for Programme and Co-ordination,
at the beginning of its twenty-eighth sessiQn, had cQnsidered, ~~~-Dlia, the
prQposed revisions to the medium-term plan fQr the programme on public informatiQn
(chap. 9). The conclusions and recommendatiQns of the Committee thereon are
contained in paragraph 118 of its repQrt to the Gen~ral Assembly (A/43/l16).

(vU i ) Rav_llieJL1'.[.Q.Slil\lJll1le bUdge t fo r the blenn1YllL..l2..6_6-=.U...6 2
(A/C.5/43/1/Add.6, sect. 21)

70. Several delegations expressed their CQncern abQut the financial constraints
under which the Department had tQ Qperate. One delegatiQn, attributing a political
Qrigin to the United Nations financial crisis, warned that efficiency and
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rationalization alone would not provide comprehensive and durable solutions to the
problem. Extrabudgetary funds had been usvd by the Department successfully bofor6
and one delegation called for support for th~ Under-Secretary-General i~ her
attempt to raise money for the production of specific information outputs, as long
as they were consistent with the mandates of the Depaltment.

71. One delegation suggested that outside sources could be asked to contribute to
the successful pr~gramme of bringing young journalists from the dev~loplng

countries to cover the forty-third &es~ion of the General Assembly. That programma
was being shortened to only the first few plenary meetings owing to the lack of
funds. It was felt that pUblic and private institutions as well as Governments
could be found willing LO contribute to that valuable progr~e.

72. Another deleqation expressed its support for the Under-Secretary-General's
intention to develop closer co-operation with national mass media organizations and
other national organizations.

73. A number of delegations, however, caution~d the Department against joint
ventures with private companies who might use the United Nations prestige to build
a public image for themselves. 'fhey voiced their alarm at linging United Nations
information efforts to advertising programmes of corporations. They noted the
assurances given that private funding organizations co-operating with the ~~!~
regime of South Africa would not be included among the nepartment's funders.

74. Several delegations referred to the statement made by the
Under-Secretary-General that she would Beek e~trabudgetary resources for United
Nations institutional and topical campaigns. They strongly advised tl£e Department
to exercise caution in dealing with private individuals and business institutions,
with a view te ensuring strict compliance with the global character of the United
Nations and the mandates of the Departme7,t. Another delegation, concerned with !:.he
Department's shrinking budget when service~ needed expansion, called on Member
States to address the issue in a wider context of the United Nations future.

75. One delegation ha~ no objection to the Department obtaining supplementary
external assistance for certain projects, provided that the outputs weX'Q in koop~ng

wit.h the Charter and conformed to the same standards of impartiality and
objectivity - giving weight to minority and differing points of view.

(ix) Ma!ntenance ~d enh~ncement of tbe role of all regional uni~

76. Some delegations expressed concern about plans for a new approach in the
Department, which might strip heads of regional units of much of their authority
regarding the content of programmes produced by the units. The importRnce of
maintaining t.he integrJty of the regional units was emphasized. One delogation
stressed the importance Caribbean States attached to the work of the Caribbean
Unit. Another delegation also emphasized the importance that Arab Stales at.tachod
to the work of the Middle East and Arabic Radio and Television Unit. Thoy ~tated

that full programme delivery by the unit.s should be ensur"d.
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(0) ~v3luatiQn and fQllQw-Up Qn the effQrts made and the prQgress
achieved by the United NatiQns system ip the field Qf
infQrmatiQn and ~QmmunicatiQn

(x) RepQrt Qn the progromme and actiyiti,s Qf the JQint Upited NatiQns
InformaLiQn Committeel repQrt Qf the JQint Upittd Natiops InfQrm~

CQmmittee at its fifteenth sessiop (A/AC.198/1988/8)

77. One dele9atiQn called upon the ::ommittee, in its elaboration of
recommendations for the Department, to keep in mind the Department's leading role
in the Joint United Nations Information Committee.

78. Several delegations urged the Department tu develop further its role 8S a
catalyst and co-ordinator of all United Nations informatio~1 activities. They
welcomed increased efforts by the D~partment to identify and define target
lud1ences mQre specifically.

'~g. Several delegations welcomed the Department's particip4tion in international
exhibits. One delegation suggested that the Department involve renowned aT~ists

and other intern~tional creative people in its promotion 0' United Nations themes.
Another delegatil)n felt that a successful design for United Nations participation
in an international exhibit could then be economically replicated in other exhibits.

80. One represent.ative defined the focal point role of the Department as an
orgauizational and co-ordinating one, meant to ensure a most efficient use of
limited ~esources in fulfilliny Ge~eral Assembly mandates,

81. One delegation reflected that it was the duty of all Member States to enhance
the effectiveness ~nd efficiency of the Organization to alleviate credibility
problems and called for the Department to evaluate its output constantly. One
dele~~tjon comnended the Department on some of its new outputs and, specifically,
the televi~ion news programme UN in ActiQn.



IV. AIlOPTION OF THE REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE TO THE GENERAL
ASSEMFLY AT ITS FORTY-THIRD SESSION

82. As indicated in paragraph 14, tha Committee on Information established a
Working Group and conducted further informal consultations through the spokesmen of
regional groups and China. For these dicussions Tunisia, on behalf of the States
members of the Group \)f 77, presented draft recommendations, which ap~ear in
annex Ill. The W~stol'n Group and Japan submitted a working paper, incorporating
proposed amendments to the draft recomme"1ations presented by the Group of 77,
which appears in annex IV. China proposed amendments to the draft recommendations
presented by the Group of 77, which appear in annex V. The German Democratic
Republic, on behalf of the Group of Socialist States of Eastern Europe, ~ubmitted

amendments to the draft recommendations ~resented by the Group of 77, which appear
in annex VI.

83. During the informal consultations conducted by the spokesman of the regional
groups and China, a working non-paper was drafted, entitled "Draft recommendations
~iscussed by the spokesmen for the regional groups and China and which could be the
basis for agreement" (see annex VII). A number of issues remained unresolved.
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v. CONCLUSION

84. The Committee on Information decided to submit th. doouments referred to ~n

paraqraphs 82 and 83 above to the General Assembly for further consideration.

NotH

11 Official BegQrdg Of the general Assembly, Thirty-fifth Session,
Sygglement NQ. 21 (A/3S/21), annex.

11 !bid., Tbirty-gixth Session, sYPR1ement NO. 21 (A/36/21)1 !hid.,
thirty-seventh Seggion, Sup»lement NQ. 21 (~/37/21 and Corr.l)1 lAid.,
tbirty-eightb Sesgion, Sy»»1ement NQ. 21 (A/38/2l and Corr.l and 2)' iA1d.,
tbirty-ninth S8gsion, Supplement NO. 21 (A/39/21)1 lbj~., [ortietb Session,
Sypplement NO. 21 (A/40/2l), ibid., Forty-first Session, S"pp1ement~Jl1

(A/4l/21), and .1hld., Forty-second SessiQn, s\\pplement NQ. II (Al4Z12l).
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ANNEX I

Statement by the Chairman of the Committee gD Information
at the gpening gf itu substADtiye session

First of all let me say how pleased I am personally to be back among so many
friends And colleagues on this difficult and often confrontational Committee,
which has nevertheless provided so many of us with a remarkable human and
professional experience. There are not many committees like ours in this
Organization, in which discussion and negotiation generate such a wide-ranging
debate (covering the entire Organization from the information standpoint) and in
which the depth of our convictions, the wealth of our cultural diversity and the
earnestness of our aspirations are so clearly reflected. Within these walls we
provide a prime example of that one world with many and diverse voices which we
would all like to build in order fully to achieve the universal character of the
present international community.

At the opening of this session, I should like to say how delighted I am to
have such distinguished fellow officers as Mr. Lagorio, the Vice-Chairman,
(Argentina) and the Rapporteur, Mr. Haensel (German Democratic Republic). I
sincerely regret that the Vice-Chairmen, Mr. Osman (Egypt) and Mr. Ahmed (Pakistan)
are unfortunately unable to be with us. On behalf of the Committee I should like
to extend to them our warm regards and gratitude for the vital contribution they
have made to our work. However, I am certain that the officers who have replaced
them will be able to contribute, as represontativen of their respective groups, to
the success of the Committee's work.

It gives me great pleasure to introduce the new Secretary of the Committee,
Mr. Armando Duque, whose broad experienoe in the Organization and great personal
worth are well known to all of us. To his predecessor, Mr. Halim, who was an
indefatigable colleague at all times let me express my appreciation and friendship.

On behalf of all of the members of the Committee I should like to welcome our
Under-Secretary-General, Mrs. Therese Paquet-Sevigny, head of the Department of
Public Information. She is performing her tasks with dedication, wisdom and energy
and we greatly esteem her personal and professional skills. To Mrs. Paquet-Sevigny
and to all the members of her Department, we renew our wishes for close and
fruitful co-operation.

As in previous years, the Committee faces the major task of drafting a set of
recommendations to help guide the Department of Public Information in both its
general policy and specific activities.

The importance of the Department's activities for the success of the
Organization at a time such as this when we are witnessing a crisis of credibility
and lack of confidence in our Orqanization, calls for the careful consideration r

all available information possibilities and the pursuit of all initiatives which
could help to reflect the Organization's achievements. In that reqard, I can poinL
out that in Geneva I witnessed the strong impact which the excellent information
provided by the Department on the Afghanistan agreements of 14 April had on public
opinion and on the media. The information helped in a powerful way to enhance the
image which we would all like the Or9a~,izati~n to have in the eyes of the public.
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Under the direction of the new Under-Secretary-General, the Department is in
the ~inal stages of a restructuring process aimed precisely at increasing the
efficienoy and impact of its services and its information pr~'uots. We have all
been able to appreciate the fact that, in spite of the Department's limited
resources and the mUltiplicity of mandates and tasks entrusted to it, a number of
new initiatives have been implemented with remarkable success, Lnter olia. on
information about peace-keeping forces, on television produotion through the weekly
magazine "UN in Action", which is "atched by millions of viewers, and on the
strengthening of field ~ffices, through the introduction of electronic mail which
now links 25 field offices to Headquarters.

All these improvements, which constitute merely a fraction of our aspirations,
should be expanded. It is precisely during this session of the Committee that we
should, in close co-operation with the Department, try to improve and extend the
scope of the following initiatives I modernization of equipment and technologYI
radio and television programmes 1 assessment of the UN Chronicle and Dtyelogm,nt
Foruml the possibility of co-prOduction agreements with the media and outside
institutions, provided th~~ they are fUlly ~n agreement with the purposes of the
United Nationsl ond increased opening up to, and dialogue with, the major media.
In particular, I should also like to invite members of the Committee to review the
documents entitled "Proposed Revisions to the Medium-Term Plan for the Period
1984-1989" and Revised Estimates of the Programme Budget for the Oiennium
1988-1989, which the Committee is to review before they are referred to the General
Assembly.

As to the ongoing programmes on such specific political questions as
aportheid, Namibia and Palestine, I should like to reaffirm the relevance of the
consideration of these questions by the Committee while at the same time
emphasizing that the Department must address those topics with all due objeotivity
and balance.

Within the Department's five major subject areas - peace, se~urity and
disarmament, specific political questions, self-determination, human rights and
development - reflecting the general activity of the United Nations, I should like
to suggest that, ~·tthout prejUdice to the attention those areas deserve, it would
be useful at this time for the Committee to support the Department in selecting and
highlighting those developments which would result in unquestionable success for
the Organization, thus enhancing its prestige among the public at large. I
referred earlier to the major information effort regarding Afghanistan. I might
now add, by way of example, the Programme of Action for African Economic Recovery
and Development the campaign for the advancament of women and the fight against
drugs, which are unanimously supported.

1 should not like to conclude these comments on the Department without
reaffirming the need for the Committee to emphasize, as it has in previous years,
the values of professionalism, objectivity, editorial independence and balanced
presentation of all positions, including divergent ones where they occur, which we
believe should continue to guide the activities of the Department.

Another general area in which the Committee should also reflect and take
action concerns the co-ordination of all the information efforts of the United
Nations system, which is the specific subject of the reports on the feasibility of
consolidating and co-ordinating United Nations information activities and the
report on the Joint Uulted Nations Information Committee. My experience in Geneva
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where, for one year, I have been following the work of the Organization, has shown
me the importanoe of such co-ordination. In that regard, the ongoing co-or~ination

efforts should perhaps be intensified in order to project an image of our
Organization which includes aot only the bustling political atmosphere of New York,
but also the valuable activity being carried out by the United Nations in Geneva
(as well as in Paris, Rome, Vienna, Nairobi and Montreal), not only in res~ect of
hwman rights, refugeos, trade and development, but also through its specialized
agencies such as ILO, WIPO, WIlO, WHO and lTU, in areas which, while being highly
specialized, are nevertheless sometimes of the greatest direct interest to the
public.

Lastly, I will refer to the major general topic of international co-operation
in information and communication, which is the subject of the general debate which
will take place from 28 June to 1 July, during which, as in previous years, we will
have to address the qUftstion of a new world information order, Deen as an eVOlving
and continuous process.

I believe that you are all well aware of my abiding interest in this subject,
which is shared by many of youl of my deep conviction that the debate focuses on
two fundamental questions of our time, namely, the information inequality between
North and South and freedom of information, and of my perhaps utopian hope that we
will all make a supreme effort to replace a strategy which in UNESCO and in the
United Nations has led us to a sterile and paralysing confrontation. We should
establish, with the necessary imagination and flexibility, a new, fully universal
general co-operation scheme, enabling us to devote ourselves with renewed vigour to
the building of that one world with nlany voices, as delineated in the MacBride
repoE't.

The ideological confrontation over the establishment of a new world
information order, which has continued all these years has, unfortunately,
resulted - and this is only one of a number of profoundly negative consequences 
in obscuring the fundamental truth which we should all be emphasizing. that there
is an inequality in respect of information between North and South, that the gap
between them continues to widen owing to the rapid technological advanc6s that
characterize current ~~mmunications development and that there is il pressing need
for international action to redress the situation.

At the latest session of the Executive Board of UNESCO, which was held
recently in Paris, it was recognized that, although it was not forsaking its past,
UNESCO was embarking on a path of innovation, and that the time might have come to
heed the lessons of experience and to explore the possibilities (or a new strategy
facilitating the attainment of the overall objective the O~ganization had set
itself, in conditions which would eliminate any possible misunderstanding.

In my opinion, any new strategy should be based upon two main elementSI
strengthening the current pragmatic approach, by renewed and generous efforts on
the part of the entire international community so as to provide developing
countries ~ith human and material resources and te~hnology in the field of
information and communication (the logical fulcrum for this would be the
International Programme for the Development of Communication of UNESCO); and,
breaking with past practice, by reaffirming freedom of information as the
fundamental value and inspiration for this major co-operation programme.



All efforts to preserve the cultural identities of our countries and to make
our countries' voices heard in the international arena must go hand in hand with
increased intellectual freedom and greater freedom of information, for these have
always been closely related to the greatest saientific, artistic and intallectual
achievements of mankind in all parts of the world.

Speaific activities which the Department could implement in this area would
include a number of activities in respect of whiah a variety of general
co-operation arrangements could be worked out with UNESCO, since the latter plays a
central role in this area. They would include training of journalists and
information specialists in radio and television, regional and international
training seminars, co-operation with the News Agencies Pool of Non-Aligned
Countries and with the Broadcasting Organi.ation of the Non-Aligned Countries.

While the goal of ~eaahing a general agreement is a very ambitious one indeed,
as Chairman of the Committee on Information, whose work I so esteem and to which 1
wish all the best, it is my duty to ask all members not to lose sight of the main
objective, which is to restore consensus in the Committee, and to show the
imagination and flexibility needed to reach that goal or, failing that, to reach
the broadest possible agreement whIch will certainly bring us close to such
consensus.
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ANNEX 11

ata.tement~. __thtL.t1.nda.[_=SQcrQtary-General fOf Public Inf~n

I would like, first of all, to welcome you and all other members of the
Committee on Information to this tenth seB~ion. During the next two weeks, you
will be engaged in important deliberations on a subject area that critically
affects the effectiveness of the United Nations. I wish to assure you that I and
my colleagues in the Department of Public Information will make every effort to
faoilitate the accomplishm~nt of your tasks.

It was about one year ago that I was given the opportunity to appear before
this Committee and, at that time, I had just assumed my new position in the United
Nations. Since then, I have learned about the mandates given by Member States on
the information question, studied most of the internal reports and evaluation
reports prepared since 1953 on the performance of DPI on information related
materials produced by other departments in the Secretariat. I have also reviewed
the structure, functions and approach of the Department of Public Information, and
assessed and thought much about how the Department could fulfil the enormous tasks
entrusted to it by Member States, as well as in relation to the information tasks
entrusted to other departments by a number of intergovernmental bodies. I have
further examined the role of DPI in the whole United Nations family, 8S far as
information is concerned.

Let me first start from my own perception of some of thJ characteristics of
the United Nations. Because of its universality, the United nations is the most
global international endeavour, the United Nations is probably the most complex
system in the worldl the United Nations is probably the most abstract organizBtion
of the planet, and the United Nations is probably one of the most under-financed
organizations (15 cents a year per capita in 1987) and, at the same time, it has
the most mandates in the world. On the other hand, the United Nations is not a
supranational Government, it has no power except the power to convince, to cOllvince
the peoples of the world of the value of nourishing a vision of a more harmonious
world, to convince through discreet and public diplomacy, and to cunvince through
professional information services Bnd communication campaigns with the goal of
reaching out to the peoples of the world.

In the last 15 months, following the strong suggestion of the
Secretary-General, I have talked to a wide spectrum of people from the staff,
delegations, modia, non-governmental organizations, including United Nations
associations, educational institutions, parliamentarians and others from many
countries and continents. I have visited 12 developing countries and
10 industrialized countries, 3 of which were without United Nations information
centres. In each location, I met with officials from the foreign and information
ministries, prominent media officials and journalists, members of non-governmental
organizations and other United Nations officials. Last December, I met
45 broadcasters from developing countries and in the last 9 months, in 2 separate
meetings, I met with 38 Directors of United Nations information centres, from
Africa, Asia, Europe, the Middle East and North America.

As a result, from my interaction with these diverse groups of people, I have
drawn some conclusions regardinq the expectations towards the United Nations and
its information r.er·vICf'R, t.hAlr assessment. of information services supplied hy thp
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United Nations, and the action of the United Nations in the course of 1988 and
beyond. ~o begin, even though expectation~ vary from country to country, I can
assure you that expectations and curiosity are high and that the real needs are
unlimited. Confusion about the United Nations and its role is 9~ormous.

Misinformation has proven vicious. Scepticism and doubt are pr3valent in many
countries, whether developed or developing, among civil aervants, prominent media
people, journalists and youth. Peopla in the field of communications,
international relations and social research conclude that the financial crisis is
only a reflection of a credibility crisis. I suspected last year, however, that
the credibility issue had not emanated from a challenge to the basic mandates of
the United Nations. Now I am sure tnat this is the case.

Government officials, the media and non-~overnmentdl organizations un~erstand

that information implies the transmission of daily news and summaries of the week
throughout the world by news agencies through the use of satellites, telephone,
photographs, video and sound materials, and it is understood that this is
essential. They even take it for granted. But they are also quite explicit in
their requests (or con~unication campaigns tailored in different formats for
different media, delivered in a co-ordinated and timely fashion.

The questions put to me by peoplo in the various countries that I have visited
are not very different. Is it not the job of a communications department to make
the United Nations involvement in multilateralism understood and perceived to be
significant for our peoples? How can you transpose bureaucratic formulas into
comprehensive communication progran~eb for distribution to large audiences? And
how can you draw the attention of our population to sustainable development?
Repeatedly I was 8skedz "Why don't you, why don't you? How can you? How can you?"

Many Member States from Africa, Eastern Europe, Soutt America, the Caribbean
and Central America even offered to me the use of their national media, and
education systems, as testing grounds for integrated multimedia campaigns on
political, development or human rights issues.

United N~tiOAiLrnandatQs and in~.mendatesof the
1lBRAr.tm.e~.li.Public Information

As I said earlier, I have c8re~ully studied the mandates and I fully realize
and appreciate that they encompass, as delineated in the Charter, all important
issues of humankindz international peace and security, equal rights and
self-determination of peoples, dev~lopmQnt and human riqhts. I am fully convinced
that, in dealing wi.th all the~e important issues, the United Nations plays a
significant role in the quest of evary human being to live in peace with freedom
and dignity and to improve his or har life. It should be tae objective of our
information programme to inform as many people as possible 1)[ this important United
Nations role and how it benefits the world.

I understand therefore that, as a result of the wide range of important issues
dealt with by the United Nations, there is a multiplicity oC mandates t~at Member
States have adopted on the questiou of information. I also understand that Member
States have established different sabsldlary bodies to the principftl organs of the
United Nations to deal with issues. Examples include the Disarmament Commission,
the Special Committee against Apar..th£f.lti, the United Nations Council for Nnmibia,
the Committee on the Exercise of the Inalipnable Rights of the Palestinian Peopl C',
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the Speciel Committee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the
Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, the
Committee on the Status of Women, the Commission on Hwnan Riqhts and the Committee
on Information, which acts as the focal point that identifies all those issues
which require an information component to be implemented by OPI.

There are about 30 public information mandates adopted by the General Assembly
every year, some of. which are recurrent while others provide finite tasks to DPI.
My Department incorporales them into our biennium budget proposals. Not all
information programmes are, however, entrusted to DPI for implementation, but the
Department will maintain consistency in its work with those implemented by the
substantive offices dealing with the issues. Information programmes and budgets
associated with these mandates are scrutinized, debated and agreed upon in the
Committee on Programme and Co-ordination and the expert body on budgetary matters,
the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Oue~tions, before being
considered by the Special Political Committee and the Fifth Committee. I therefore
take very seriously mandates that have been decided upon by the General Assembly
and the task of the Department of Public Information, which is, with the
collaboration of the substantive offices dealing with the issues, to implement the
mandates entrusted to it as effectively as possible.

When one proceeds to think about the ways and means for implementing these
mandates on6 realizes the compleaity of the task. The 30 or so themes imply more
than 10,000 different activities to be prepared in New York and world wide,
requiring an average of close to 4,000 hours of coverage of meetings, over 1,000
hours of video coverage, servicing hundreds of visiting broadcasters and hundreds
of NGO briefings around the world, and, in many locations, millions of words
written and adapted.

Financial resources

This is a tall order for a department with such limited resources. In the
communications industry, the proportion of resources that an organization allocates
to inform the pUblic of its products and services - which are normally much less
than ours -- is much higher than that provided to my Department. In the course of
the last 40 years, the annual proportion of the budget of the DepartmeJ. to the
total United Nations net budget has decreased from 12.7 per cent to 5.3 per cent.
The financial difficulties faced by the United Nations should not obscure the fact
that, with the existing staff, the Department needs greater operating funds to
communicate more effectively with the peoples of the world. This, in my opinion,
is not a minor issue because if wu fail to increase the effectiveness of our
information programme, we will not be able to strengthen support for the United
Nations.

After studying the structure and the budget of the Department in 1981, I
concluded that 15 to 80 per cent of the resources are being used to undertake
generic programmes, and this includes about one half the budget of the field
offices, while the total resources devoted to the four major groups of isr.ues
delineated in the Charter constituted only 20-25 per cent.
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I would like to define the generic programmes to include the following,

(a) Coveraqe of meetingsl

(i) Through print (daily and weekly summary records in two languages),

(ii) Through radio news (nine languages) via radio and telephone circuits and
on tapes or cassettes,

(iii) Television news,

(iv) Television summaries in seven languages,

(v) Photos of meetings and events in three locations I Headquarters, Geneva
and Vienna,

(b) Institutional promotionl

(i, Reports of the Secretary-General'

(ii) Speeches of the Secretary-General,

(iii) Activities of the President of the General Assembly,

(c) Institutional reference pUblications, including the UN Xearbook and UN
Chronicle,

(d) Servicesl

(i) Servicing of meetingsl

(ii) Co-ordination of meetings,

(iii) Distribution (pouch, mail, catalogues),

(iv) Services for broadcasters,

(v) Services for correspondents I

(vi) NGO centres, accreditations of journalists and broadcasters, training
programmes and workshops,

(vii) Co-operation with publishers,

viii) Co-operation with electronic media,

(ix) Visitors and public services,

Cx) Public inquiries,

(xi) Internships.
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These are, as you know, what opeciaHsts would call "built-i&~ overhoad". In
producing covera99 ",oterials, which are important and olosely linkod to the
activities of the Organization, we still do not control the final usaqo or its
distribution. Furthermore, we may not be able to realize the full value of what
the 25 pel' cent could produce on the topical programmes unless they are integrated
into the programmes of the Department. For if we do not find a way to focus,
design and deliver timely topioal campaigns, using different media with different
formats silnultaneously, we will continue not being heard on specific topics that
the United Nations stands for, whether it be anti-~~thei4 activities, development
issues or hurnan dghtli. An integrated approach to such issuos would muximize the
impact of the use of available resources.

In the autumn of 1987, I felt that there were three options that I could
propose I the first was to withdraw from the field, and in this way we could divert
12 to 13 million dollars in order t~ build on the mandated topical issues and pay
the full costs of modern delivery systems for our materials to reach a wider range
of countriesl the second was to seek an increase of 10 to 15 million dollars in the
DPI budget to compensate for the lack of operational bUdgets in the field and to
build up our mandated topical programmes I and the third was, within existing
resources, to reorganize the Department so as to enhance the way in which the
United Nations communicates with the world.

I have chosen the third option, namely, to reorganize the Department so as to
enhance our communications with the world. The reorganization seeks to achieve
progressively the following goalSI

(a) Establishing a mUltidisciplinary approach amonq divisions and services
in order to enhance the intrinsic values of planning, execution and distribution of
topical campaigns in all media, in a more coherent and integrated manner.

(b) Achieving a better equilibrium between news coverage, institutional
public services and publications, on the one hand, and topical promotional
campaigns, publications and electronic magazines on the other handl

(c) Standardizing our news operation, coverage and delivery, so that our
story becomes one coherent meGsage, keeping regional units for specially targeted
accesses;

(d) MUltiplying our audio and video formats, within the frmnework of a
distribution plan related to a wider variety of broadcasters, in order to exploit
to the maximum the use of the basic existing materials produced tor newSI

(0) Regrouping and streamlining some of thg institutional projects, so that,
with the same investment, we could multiply the formats and usage of print, sli~es

and video materialsl

(f) Modernizing, through computerization, the DPI communications management
and systems at Headqua.rters Ilnd in the field, so that savings can be made and
redirected to DPl bUdgetsl

(g) Developing the capacity to arrange for fast qraphic art work and
printing, and gainil~ better control oC our distribution systeml
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(h) Strengthening the f~eld through several m.asures, including evaluation,
rotation and, if necessary, replacement of United lation. directors of information
centre., redefinition of field office tasks, more stre.s on professional
actlvities, closer communicatic~ with HeadQuarters and better co-ordin~tionwith
UNOP and other United Nations agencies, as well as closer co-operation with
national media and NOOs. In this way our field plans become an 1ntagraJ. r~rt of
the overall DPI plan and programmes,

(i) Integrating e_trab~dgetarily funded activities under e_isting manJates so
that eventually all e_ternally supp~rted projects would become an integral part of
our overall plans.

In selectil'] the last option, which is the most demanding for management aD~

for staff, I counted on the support of strong professional and ezperienced
leadership at the senior levels. This approach would help us increase credibility,
internally and a_ternally, and provide the leadership to proceed through a
difficult trdnsitional process. Let me, however, come back to this later.

In order to succeed in implementing this third option, which asswmes no
increase in regular budgetary resources, we will Deed to seek supplementary
eaternal assistance for institutional projects and for topical campaigns.
Thil will only be done upon t~~ condition that it is consistent with our
information programme and that it provides for a larger distribution capacity. I
~ theref~re planning to .aplore with Governments, public or private institu~ions,

o' non-governmental or9ani~ations, ways and means ~o collaborate with them. Let me
cite two such e.amples. Firstly, we have finalized a co-sponsorship and
co-financing arrangement with a major newspaper agency to organize a symposiwm on
the role of the United Nations in the promotion and maintenance of world peace.
Secon~~y, we are finalizing an agreement with a Government for f\nancing the
produation of video d~cwmentariDs on United Nations peace-keeping and peac~-making

activities. I would like to emphasize that any suah ~upport should be fully
consistent and compatible with the information m~ndates laid down by this Cor~mittee

and the Oeneral Assembly and should not compromise the United Nations as tbA
multilateral institution of this world.

Institutional projects for which additional support is needed include the
reorganization of the guided tours, for adults and children, with specialized
au6itoriwms employing modern presentat~on techniques. This would help to explain
th. United Nations and its system, it~ mandates, financing, and itl lucc.sses.
Our United Nations education programme, which would need to he greatly expanded to
reach thousands of schools and public television networks, is another project that
ne.ds support. Our present budget is not able to cover the COlts of these
projects. Is it a reason for not doing them? The world is e_pecting it f··om us.

In the same conteat, I klso feel very strongly abo:t the critically important
tr~ining programme fo~ broadcasters and journ8lists from developing coudtries. Our
proposed biennial budget includes two 6-week programmes for 16 participants at
Unitpd Nations HeadquarterB. It is not enough. We also need to hold a 19ries of
regional seminars to respond to the compelling needs of 10 many developlng
countries in establishing more effecti,e communication infrastruct~r~~. This would
ba oue step to stimulate a bett~r balance in the free circulatlon of informdtion.
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Ney approaghea

In line with tbe DPI restruct\ in9 plant which was approved by the
Secretary-Ueneral last autumn, I intend ~.o adopt a nwmber of new approaches and
principles, some of which are expected to effect savings. Allow me to provide you
with some examples. Sinoe the Secretariat has two working languages, press
releases have to be issued simultaneously in English and FraQch, reflecting the
exact same version. This requires only one language team of press officers tn
cover each meeting and have their work adapted into the other working language.
This will ensure that the contents of the two langu~ge versions a~e similar. The
organizational rRmification of this Is that we do not need to establish two full.
language teams, each of which is expected to cover every meeting. Instead, we need
to establish two more C~ less equally equipped language teams, with only ~.ne

c~ver1ng a meeting. This would be complemented by smaller English to French and
French to Enqlish adaptation tbLmS. Furthermore, since the meetings of
intergovernmental bodies gBnerally have a cyclical pattern, the language adaptation
teams could be requested to translate publioations, such al the UN ChrQnicle and
DeyelQsment For~. Th~s arrangement WQuld lead to savings, provided the scheduling
proble~ could be resQlved.

Another princi~.e that I am introducing is to have our information mater~~ls

ada~ted into many more languages than we have done 10 far, in order to reach a much
larger portion of the peoples nf the world. This require~, as one alternati~e, the
building "~ of a la~1uage adaptation unit at Haadquarters to prQ~uce materials in
these man~ 'angua~es. Since there are many more important languages spoken in this
world besides the six official la~guages of the United Nations, this clearly is not
a frk;ible option. Another alternative woul~ be to have adaptation done at the
national level, an~ in this way we would be able to reach many mute people without
incurring the fixed staff cost. This would enable us to stretch our meagre
resources to cover a much wider geographical area. We have already started doing
this in some cQuntries and will be testing it in other countries this year. We
have ~ound, hQwever, from Qur limited ex~erienr.e that we are not able to proceed
quickly since we have to adapt our programmes taking into consideration different
audience interests and languages used in ~n~ regions.

What I consider to be the most important change in DPI will be our approach in
f~rmulating ~nd implementing an effective ~ommunication and information programme.
This new ap~roach takes as a basis, firstly, that the issues dealt with by the
United Nations are global in nature, and thus there are different target audiences
in various parts of the world that have to be r.,ached, and, secondly, that t~e

different components Qf the information programm~ should be co-ordinated, not only
in substance or content but also in timing, in order tQ achieve maximum imDe~t.

The aim therefore is to formulate and implement a compreh~nlive, integrated and
co-ordinated proqramme aimed at as ma»y target audiences as deemed necessary. This
requires, in principle, a multi-media approach.

Let me illustrate this by usinq the example of our activity '~ith the Centre
aqainst Apartheid in the formulation of the anti-apartheid information programme
for tha rest of the year. We all know that the repuqnant system of apartheid
viQlates all principles of equal rights and self-determination of peoples, thereby
endangering international peace and security. W~ all agree with nwmero~8 General
Assembly resolutions that this system should be abolished. The information
prQgramme on this issue therefor~ must be directed at several target audiences.
the people in South Africa and aouthern Africa, people in other countries, people
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in Africa ana other developing countries, as well as people in the industrialized
aouDtri~s. As Y01\ can see, this requires a multi-media approach since different
groups of target auaiences need to be appropriately reached through different
meaia. The languages usea, besiaes thome spoken ana understooa in the area of
struggle, nsea to be broaaenea ana multipliea in oraer to reach as wia. an auaience
as possible in other countries to increase the level of international su~port for
the struggle ~gainst a8artheld. The contents of the different components or the
programme shouJ.d be adapted to the characteristics of the different groups of
peoples, even though the theme should be strictly consistent with the manaates laid
aown by Member States. Finally, we need to multiply the ways that we can attract
the attention of the pUblic by creat'ing media events, such as by using artists and
other known personalities I radio and visual materials in different formatsl joint
efforts with other international organizations and institutions, and by working
together with national meaia on aQ~,ting existing materials and developing new ana
appropriate approaches and form~ts.

This new approach requires a project manager as a focal point. This person
would, in proposing a draft prugramme, continuously follow all developments
~.r~a~ning to the issue, co-ordinate activities with colleagues from other
substantive offices and DPI, take initifttives to identify the specific tar~et

audiences that have to be reachea and th~ appropriate media to be used ana follow
closely the implementation of each activity of the programme.

Strategy planning or programming session~ will have to be undertaken to
form\Alate an information programme. Colleagues fl'om the aifferent units such as
the New£ Coverage Service, Publications Service ana Electronic Magazines and
Features Service uf the Information Products Division1 from the Information
Dissemination Services and Institutional Relations and NGO Secti~n of the
Dissemination Divisionl ana colleagues fron, the United Nations Information Centres
Division would be assembled together to discuss ana agree on the products and
.ervices to be produced and the schedules of production and distribution to
specific target audience.. If the programme requires the contri~ution of lunior
off~ciall of the United Nations, incluJing the Secretary-General, collea9ues from
the E~ecutive Media Service would also be included in the programming sessions.

The co-ordination 1n the programme formulation ~rocess could be done either by
the Direotor of Programme Operations, who ls also Deputy to the
Under-Secretary-General, or by myself. Such decisions would depend on the extent
to which the various aivisions and services in the Department ar. involvea. The
Director of the Bureau of Programme operations, as Deputy to the
Under-Secretary-General, will have to snlure, however, that the programme is
implemented as planned on a day-to-day basis. Should problems arile during this
phase, he cr she should take corrective actions in a decisive way. It should be
clarifie~, in this context, that the project manager, who is organizationally
located in the Communications and Project Manavement Servi~e, is the m8~~ger of the
p~oject but not the manager of the different colleagueB I~ contribute tL ,·~e

project. They are La be snpervised by their respective, directors. It:. 8ho\.l1d be
further noted that each diroctor has specialized tasks and no programm~ can ~e

executed by ~ne director alone. It therefore requires a collective - rather th~n

an individual - approach among th" varJ.ous units within the Department.

As you know, professionals in communications are at the service of the
mandates and not. the rAverse. In short, thls is an operation that has to be
carried out with precision and purrose. What use would a press kit have if it is
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delivered to the media 10n9 after the event has t.ilkeD place? What value would
radio cassettes have if they ~each broadcasters two months afte( production?

But the tim61y delivery of the materials to the users does not always mean the
suocess of the information programme. We should measure itD actual impact. These
are consistent with the views of this Committee, ex~ressed in the last few years.
To maximize impact, we should identify the needs of the target audiences and tailor
our products to their needs. This is a difficult endeavour and it will take some
time before the Deparbnent can do this. The advantaqes are, however, clA&~. This
should cut waste and increase the effectiveness of our pro9rammes.

In summary, the new approach is meant to introduoe a management system to deal
with the international issues in accordance with the mandates. The approaoh should
be able t.\) resolve the questions of what to produce, to Whom they are directed,
when the materials should reach them and how much they would cost. It also
requires DPI to work very closely with the substantive departments and offices
entrusted with the issues Rnd it provides the framework of using as many means BS
possible to reach different groups, timed in such a way as to ma.i~lze impact.

Ngw organizational struotu[g of LOB Departmgnt
~ublic InformotiQA

The new approaohes and ~rinciples require a different organizational
structure. The most significant addition is the creation of thp. Communications and
Project Management S.rvice, which aaswnes the crucial role of being the focal point
of all t~e issue~ dealt with by DPI. As mentioned earlier, the project manager
should initiate the formulation of the information pr09ramme pertaining t~ the
issue entrusted to him or her, follow its i~plementation and all other relevont
developments. It is a full-time preoccupation. In this conneotion, tho project
mauager should be in olose touch with the substantive offices within the
Secretariat entrusted by Member States to deal with the issue coucerned. Since I
have been repeatedly asked to make a comparison with the past structure, I will do
so. In the past DPI structure these focal polnta we~e located in different
divisionsl economic and social in the Division of Economic and Social Information,
Palestine in the Press and Publications Division, antl-apAI!bDi4 in the Radio and
Visual Services Division, and Namlbla in the Office of the
Undor-Secrotary-General. But, more importantly, the focal poi~ts were not really
the project managers. They did not have the responsibility of following through on
the implementation of the various components of the pro9ramm~, including the
distribution of the materials, the timing of the various phases, the budgetary
allotment and expenditures, media access and audience responGi~'enesB.

A new function has been introduced in the Communications and Project
Management Service, and this is the Communications Services, which is entrusted
with the task of formulating, together with the project managers, an appropriate
strate9Y for & programme. This includes the provision of writers and art
direction. The close co-operation betwe. 11 the project managers and the
communications experts is essential for the formulation of the plan 0f an effective
information proqramme.
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In the context of a multi-media approach, there needs to be co-ordination in
the production af the various information materials. This was tbe underlying
reason for combining what wal formerly called the Press and Publicptionq Divisicln
and the ladlo and Vilual Service~ Divilion into the InformatioD Produc~a Division.

I felt that the distribution functions, which were located in almost all
Divilions in the past, should b~ ~onsolidated iu the Dissemination Division. Since
this Division is also the departmental gateway to the public, it inoludes the
Public Services and NGO and other institutional relations from the former External
aelations Division and the servioes to the media, whioh were located 1n the Press
and Publications Division and the aadio dnd Visual Services Division.

Since project ~ormula~ion, th. produotion of information materials and the
timely distribution of these materials are all ~losely and tightly linked with each
other in any information programme, this linkage has to be ensured through the
co-ordination and monitoring by the Director of the Bureau of Programme
Operations. This role il another new function in the new DP]. st~ucture.

As I mentioned earlier, the planned ••pansion of the functio~~ of our
information centrel beyond the essential distribution and ~Ublic service functions
that they had before, necessitated the separation of the management of the Centres
from the distribution and public services management funotions. Since the centres
are e~pected to be involved in the formulation, production and distribution of
information materials in the field, the information Centres Division is parallel to
the Communications and Frojeot Management Service, the Information Produots
Division and the Dissemination Division, but since it is ~ot always involved in
every information programme, it Is not part of the Bureau of Programme Oper.ations.
Another realon why the Division reports directly to me is because we have to meet
the requests of Member States to strengthen the role of the field offices, and
there are many management ~vstems that have to be put in ~lace for the redefinition
of tasks, regional planning, mechani.ation, standardi.ation of guidelines as woll
~s project development capacity. The Centres Division also needs to be considered
as a focal point for Member States when national actions kre required.

The amalgamation of the functions of the Izeoutive Office, dealing with staff
and budgetary resources, programme planning and evaluation functions, formerly
performed by the Programme Planning and Bvaluation Unit, and the servicing of the
Committee on Information - all of which were performed by separate entities within
the Office of the Under-Secretary-General - was considered necessary in order to
a9sure adequate co-ordination and complementarity. Yet these are essential
managemen~ tools for the head of th~ Department, and therefore they are all put
together in the Division for Committee Liaison and Adminifttralive Services to
ensure the consistency between programmes and budget with the mandates conferred by
Member States.

Finally, I believe very strongly that members of the Secretariat, inclUding
the Secretary-General and otll&r senior officials are in the best position to
explain to the peoples of thH world the complexities of the issues before the
Unit~d Nations, the potential role the Organization can play in resolving these
issues and its limitations. A full and o~jective discussion with interested
audiences should ehhance their understanding of the purposes and the role of the
United Nations in contributing to the resolution of problems. Cognizant of this
potential, I am establishing a system that would maximize the contribution of
senior officials of the United Nations to the Speakels Bureau through the use of
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the Exocutiva Media Service, and the Public Service Seotion of the Dissemination
l>ivisioll. We need to give a hwnan face to the Unit9d NaUonli.

In this context, I wish to recall certain developments that took place ~t the
Committee of Programme and Co-ordination meeting a few weeks ago. In that
Committee a major concern was expressed by a number of delegations and supported by
the Committee as included in its conclusions and recommendations, that it would be
essential to give Frnminence to three priority activiti~s of the Organization,
namely, the anti-4partheid struggle, Namibia and Palestine. In accordance with the
Searetary·-Goneral's intention that the new administrativo structure of DfI be
implemented with flexibility, as stated in A/C.5/42/L.22, and sharing the objective
of highlighting the above-mentioned priority areas in an appropriate manner in the
organizational structure of the Oepartment of Public Infol'mation, he is formulating
approrriate measures to meet this concern.

If one compares objectively the now and the old structure~ of OPI, one would
not see a radical difference. In the new structure we still have the functions and
set-up of press bnd publications, radio, visual, distribution, 8GOs, public
services, information centres, evaluation, committee servicing and administration.
There are indeed new functions that hav~ bean created and old functions that have
been abolished. However, the major difference is the new approaohes and principles
that 1 am introducing with the belief that the United Nations information
programmes can be more effectively carried out than they were before. The new DPI
organizational structure reflects this.

fuw.Q.tt<Lr.ftY.1.s.lQJl.5....t.o.. ..tbQ. m.R!J.J..wn-.to rm .p 1an .WTI." p.I.Q..griU1llll.U.
budget for the J2.1Qnn1.Wll_19.B..8::.l.9.IHL!ot' ..Ul.e PllP..£\Ltmtult._Q.f

P.1olJ21.k.. .In.f.sumat.i0 n

It should be clear by now thot the present approach of DPI requires that focus
should not only ba on what information materIals Dnd aorviceR the Dopartment should
produce, but also on how, by using an appropriate conununlcatlon strateqy, these
mat.erials are brought to tha attaution of the potential users. This L; the
raison d' itre of the new programme stl'uclure t.hat has now been approv8c\ by the
Committee of Programme and Co-ordination. The objective of the sub-pl'c>gramme that
deals with promotional services (Bub-pl'ogramme 1) is to promote greater media
coverage and public awareness of its role in the l'esolution of the major issues
before the United Nations. This should also increase the profile and visibility of
the United Nations around the world.

Tho iu(onnutluu matellulu uull HorviCtlS (HUU-pt'ugffunmou 2 anll 3), which in the
1'1 ov lUUS pruynumno stl'ueluro had bOllll lH"uduct.ld undo I' t.ho sub"pl'ogrommo6 of
cove rage, informat ion- in-depth, cl j r;ljOI11 i nation t.I11·ough in lflrpe r SOlllll communi cot ion
and system-wide co-operation, wuulll sLill ut' lJruducud. In addition, by using a
more focused and coherent approoch, we con achieve greater media cov~rag'B and
public awareness of the Un.l.ted Nations activities, particularly with respect to the
major issues.

The pace of the information and communication technological change, as you
know, has been brisk and ac::celerating in the last few years. The capacity t.o
generate und the speed in tranamiss.lon of largo ,t_'antities of information have been
multiplied £normously during this period. This has enhanced considerably the power
(If information and ideas. In addition, this permit.s co-ordinated promotional
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aampaiQn., involvinQ radio, visual and print materials, to be more feasible and
effective. It seems to me, therefore, that in the conte.t of the revit81ieatlon of
the Depar~ent of Public Information, we have to take full advantage of the
potential available to us. This has accordingly ~een incorporated as an important
objective in our PI,'oposed med.lum-term plan for the period 1988-1991.

Change. in inZormatlon and communication technologies have also rGsulted in
the pnlllbl1ity of reaching not only larger but also more speclall.ed audiences.
Another important objective indioated in our proposed plan is to define more
.peaifiaally the characteristios associated with our target audiences through
communications researoh in order to be able to reach them more effectively.

rinally, effort will be made to inore~de the number of people we could reach
by working more olosely with members of the United Nations system. producing and
diltributiDQ more information materials and services and increasing our presence in
many more countries through other United Nations offices and by effectively
utili8inQ other media outlets.

I am h~ppy to inform this Committee that, at its recent session, the Committee
for Programme and Co-ordination has considGred and recommended approval by the
Oeneral Assembly of the propo.ed revisions to the medium-term plan for the period
10•• -1989, with certain amendments.

The proposed activities ln the programme budget for the biennium 1988-1989
include the first building blocks of the progressive tranSformation processes
outlined earlier and indicated in the medium-term plan. It includes the
acquisition of one part of the neoessary equipment and related oasts and the
.tr~ngthening of the links with the media and other redisseminators. It has not,
a8 mentioned earlier, included all requirements to obtain more modern equipment for
the pJanninq, production and dissemination of information materials and services.

Since the total appropriation for my Department is toe same as it was for the
last biennium, and since I am proposing to allocate r9sources for the establishment
of the first building blocks I mentioned earlier, there n~eds to be a re-allocation
of re.ouroes. I am determined, however, that the allocation of re80urceR for
topiaal or thematic projeots shoulO be Assigned an increasingly higher proportion
of our resources, whether from the regular budget or extrabudgetluy. In the
pre.ent set of proposals, my intention is to, at least, maiAtain the level of
re~ouroes alloc~ted to the topical issues during the present biennium.

After re-evaluating the proposals submitted to the General Assembly at its
forty-second ses8ion, we have decided to propose the deletion of a number of
output. for the following reasons with some exampleul

(a) Withdrawn by the co-pt'oducers for lack of support by participating
orqanizatioDsl two films on energy and meya-cities (2.12 (vi» and the W2rJ~

ne.'PAPer Supplement (2.17 'v»;

(b) Obsolete technology. slide caro\\sel with cas.ettp tapes on the
rorward-Iooking Strategies for the Advancement of Women (2.7 (xi» and on Africa
recovery (2.12 (viii»;
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(c) No positive response from rediRsominatorsl the 15-minute radio news
programmes in French Creo1ft (1.3 (xviH», Hintli (1.3 (xix», Indo1l8sian
(1.3 (xx», Japanose (1.3 (xxi», MBlay (1.3 (xx1.\1), PortuguElso for Africa and
Latin America (1.3 (xxiv) and 1.3 (xxvi», Somali (1,3 (xxix» and Urdu
(1.3 (xxxii»,

(d) Adapted int~ national or local languages in the field, such as Lingala
(2.17 (ix) (22», Thai (2.17 (ix) (32» ond Urdu (2.17 (ix) (34»,

photo shaet on
[)l"ograrnme of
display set on

(e) Resources redirected to produce outputs in simiiar areal
the latest development in South Africa (2.10 (v» to be replaced by
cultural boycott ill support of antl-.QP8rthtdd (new 1.4 (b», photo
Africa recovery (2.12 (vii» to be substituted by pUblicit~l for the
Secretary-Generales Advisory Group on Financial Plans for Africa (new
nnd information kit on the Secretary-General's raport on the mid-term
the Africa Recovery Programme (new 1. fi (xi» 1

1.6 (xii»
evaluation (Jf

(f) Outputs incol'porated into existing proqrammes I the IS-minute radio news
proqramm9 in £n911&h entitled "The World in Review" into Scope (1.3 (xii» and the
30-minute French radio program "Tour d' horizon" into Perspectives intQ[oatiolUll.o.u.
(2.17 (ix) (15»,

(g) Outputs not considered cost-effectivel the photo wallsheets on Enel'gy
(2.12 (x», World Weather W~tch (2.12 (xii» and International Drinking Wate~

Supply and Sanitation Decade (2.16 (X»,

(h) Deleted in order to redirect resources for new activitiesl 5-minute
video games on Africa recovery and development (2.12 (ia» and energy (2.12 (xi»:
30-.ninute video disks on the Law of the Sea (2.14 (iil» and Transport and
Communications Decade (2.16 (xiii», and the 16-page pamphlet on the resultB of tho
1987 Conference for the Promotion of International Co-operation in the Peaceful
Uses of Nuclear Energy (2.16 (i)}.

It is proposed that the deletod outputs be replaced hy new activities. Soma
or the new outputs proposed are an information kit on the work of the United
Nations in the field of peace-keeping and peace-making (new 1.3 (vi», one-hour
video-docu-drama about Namibia (now 1.4 (xiii», a short video or a public servico
announcement using puppets illustrating the theme of racial discrimination (new
1.5 (Xi»1 publicity programme for the lutern~tional Day for Fight a~ain8t Drugs
(new 1.6 (3~)' media events to be organized by the global network of United
Nations information centres and oervic6s to highlight tho United Nations Programme
of Action for African Economic Recovery and Development 1986-19~O (new 1.6 (xiv»1
co-production of a prime-time television series for children (new 1.6 (xxiii»,
s.o.u.thero Africa Heu, which is a weekly 3··5 minutes radio news progrwnme
(new 2.3 (iii»,~, which is a weekly 3-5 minute television magazine
(new 2.4 (ii», Dlyelogm~~~tne, which is a series of 30-minute television
progwmmes (new 2.4 (iii» and a lS-minute television programme summarizing the
activities of the United Nations for the years 1988 and 1989 (new 2.4 (v».

Besides the final outputs, new intermediate activites are propobb~, for
example, the comprehensive campaigns fur ffiajor issues (new 1.1 (ii»,
communications support to the activities ot the Secretart-General and senior staff
and to increase awareness of the role of t~o United Nations in multilateral
diplomacy (new 1.2 (1» 1 develop!n., a syHtem that would ensure consistency of Ht.yie
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and signatur~s on United Nations products (new 1.2 (ii», developing parameters fOI
systematic asoessment of audience perceptions and needs (new 1.2 (iii»,
revitalizing the Speakers Bureau (new 3.4 (ili», and establishing a briefing
programme for newly appointed UNDP resident representatives who are to assume a
director's positiQn at a United Nat.ons information centre at the same time and
place (new 3.5 (iii».

If tha Committee finds it useful, I shall be very glad to provide a set of
tables cont"ining more comprehensive information on the proposed activities that
would remai~ unchanged, be reformulated and deleted, and those that would be new.

In the course of the next 12 months, I plan to undertake an ~valuation of our
institutional products and services, such as our publications (UN Xearbggk,
UN ChrQnicle, DeyelQpment FQrum, Africa.RlcQyery), guided tours, the distribution
and media access and the d&ta bank services, with a view Qf improving their quality
further and reaching 8 wider audience. I hope the CQmmittee could provide further
guidance next year based Qn the evaluatiQn studies we will have conducted at that
time. We shall cQnstantly endeavour to extend our Qutreach to acquaint mQre and
more people with the rQle of the United Nations in the resolution of the major
world prohlems.

Let me at this point first enumerate to you some of the programmes that we
have started in the last 12 months, despit8 the fact that the reorganization Qf the
Department has not been completeds

(a) In collaboration with the Secretary-General's Office, we have started to
formulate information programmes to provide better international focus on the rQle
of the Unit~d Nations in the peace-making and peace-keeping area. It began with
the Secretary-General's speech before the Institut Universitaire des Hautes EtUdes
Internationales at Geneva, and was followed by pre- and post-meeting coverage of
the signin~ of the Geneva accords on Afghanistan. This important event helped the
Organization gain broad exposure and, under the new DPI structure, we were better
prepar&d to maximize its informational importance. As mentioned earlier, we ,~e,

with external support, in the process of organizing a major symposium on the role
of tho United Nations In the promotion and maintenanoe of world peaoe, to be held
in September, Bnd the production of two documentaries on peace-making and
peace·.keeping, to be ready for the occasion. The projects include the productio~

of video cassettes for international distribution to media and centres, and
world-wide coverage of the symposium before and during the event. Pre-launch
promotion and screenings fur the press are being considered. It will mark the
first time that the United Nations goes public with peace-making and peace-keeping
videos. On the sarne theme, we are planning, with the co-operation of the DPI
Non-Goverr~ental Otganization Executive Committee, the annual OPI conference for
NGOs in September before the opening of the forty-third seBbion of the General
Assembly. The conference will also conoentrate on the topic of conflict
resolution, peace-keeping and global seourity. Eight hundred NOOs ar~ expected to
attend.

(b) Besides the regular audio and visual metedala normally produced, we have
had planning sessions with colleagu9s from the Centre against Apartheid to
formulate campaign programmes. We have gained access to very prestigious
television shows, where our story was seen by hundreds of millions of viewers. We
have assisted in the planning of such projects as the Art against Apartheid
exhibit; the participation oC the cast of the musical "Sarafina" in the
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commemoration of the International Day for the Elimination of Racial
Discriminationl preparation of a film vignette for the twenty-fifth anniversary
meeting of the Comftlittee against A91~tha~1 and press, radio and television
coverage ~f numerous events at Headquarters and abroad, including the Latin
American seminar on the role of the mass media at Lima. Activities ongoing or
planned in conjunction with the Centre and the Council, include organiZAtion of a
travelling exhibit on apArtheid, preparations for the meeting on the cultural
boycott of South Afrira and coverage of the Region~l Conference of African Students
against Apartheid. Once the new DPI organization is in place, we will formulate a
more complete aUdio-visual programme, including activities in the field, for the
rest of the biennium. I must admit that at this point we are still having
difficulti.s in the production and distribution of our anti-apartheia radio
magazines, but we shall renew our attempts to obtain the co-operation of more radio
stations to air our programmes, particularly with regard to Short-wave broadcasts.

In this context, since the start of 1988, the free-of-charge short-wave
broadcast has been expanded to include news in English to North America and the
Caribbean region by Radio for Peace International in Costa Rica, and news in
Spanish to Latin America and to Europe by La Voz de lOB Andes in Ecuador. A daily
dispatch and weekly programme in Spanish is sent to Costa Rica and neighbouring
countrios by Radio Nacional of Costa Rica. Weekly news is sent in Spanish to the
Americas and Caribbean by Organization of American States Radio and Radio for Peace
International.

(c) A co-ordinated, multi-media campaign, with a project manager in the
Communications and Project Management Service as a focal point working closely with
the Council for Namibia, ia being implemented. Some elements includel radio and
press coverage of the seminar at Istanbul on Namibian independence; writing,
revising and updating numerous publications, includIng tfwnlb..1AL.A..1:nUi.t... Betrayed,
and negotiating with the British Broadcasting Corporation about a documentary on
the Namibian struggle for independence.

(d) In line with the major priority assigned to Africa's economic crisis both
by the Secretary-General and the thirteenth special session of the General
Assembly, DPI, with support from other agencies, launched a major etfort in the
beginning of 1987 to keep Africa's economic crisis in full view of the media and
therefore th~ international community. Despite the many constraints of the last
year, we can'ied out an intense campaign on tho multi ..media front, producing
publications, press Uts, pamphlets, television and radio programmes, and
undertaking a host of other activities. I would like to mention here three of our
projects, among others, that have been particularly succesoful. DPI has produced
the bi-monthly A{xica Recovery publication, which became the first United Nations
publication to receive the prestigious Wor'd Hunger Media Award in December. It
reports on major developments on the economic and social [rant, and provides
background material on key issue~. Among its recipients are ::\,000 print :~nd

broadcast journalists in Africa and donor countries. We have also produced two
mUlti-media press kits, which included electronic video press releases and graphic
materials ready for reproduction by the print media. A third one is planned for
the Secretary-General's mid-term report to the Genoral Assembly on the United
Nations Programme of Action for African Economic Recovery and Development
1986-1990. Finally, in the last 11 months we have taken the respons;bility for
organizing media coverage, including atttludance by international joul'na] lsts, for
the two international conferences organized by the Economic Commission for Africa.
at Abuja, Nigeria, and at Khartoum. A staff member was also sent to the
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conferences to act as conference spokesman. The results speak for themselves. the
coverage in the major international media resulting directly from the efforts
listed above has been exceptional and has played B central role in keeping alive
iuternational concern about the African economic crisis.

(e\ The Department is in the process of developing a comprehensive
information strategy on issues related to women. Nevertheless, some new activities
that have been undertaken in the last few months have been well received. In
particular, the world-wide distribution of a button and flier on 8 March,
International Women's Day, coupled with a release from the Secretary-General
calling for action on women's issues, roceived favourable NGO response and press
coverage. In addition, some of the Department's more successful activities
developed during the United Nations Decade for Women, which ended in 1985, such as
the weekly radio programme on women, have beeu continued. The Department will
follow up on the initial consultations that havo been held with the Branch for the
Advancement of Nomen at Vienna to dovelop a more comprehensive ~trat9gy, better to
encompass the priority themes of the Commission on the Status of Nomen until the
year 1990.

(f) During the past eight months, and for the first time, a multi-media
public information programme on human rights has boon developed by the Department,
in co-operation with tho Centre for Human Rights at Geneva. T~king advantage of
the opportunity offered by this year's fortieth anniversary of the Universal
Declaration ot Human Rights, the Department's programme focuses on the importance
of the Universal Declaration as the international standard by which the achievement
of human rights is measured, and the need for all people to recommit themselves to
its principles. Its unifying theme is "People only live full lives in the light of
human rights".

This multi-media campaign was launched last year on 10 December, Human Rights
Day. It seeks to mobilize non-governmental organizations in support of the
fortieth anniversary, and to alert the news media to United Nations activities in
the field of human rights. The information strategy has been designed to extend
beyond the fortieth anniversary year and should the General Assembly endorse the
idea of a World Human Rights Campaign to be launched in 1989, the Department's
public information campaign would encompass this.

(g) We have started the process of strengthening the field offices by linking
25 of them through electronic mail with Headquarters. We should accelerate the
process. I am sure that Governments could help us not only with better rates for
tho lines but also in our attempt to accelerate the modernization of the field
offices to enable them to serve the host countries better. In addition, we have
established a system of rotation among centre director£ and formulated, together
wIth t.he Office of Human Resources Management, clear guidelines for their
appointment. In the next 12 months, 21 more Directors will be due for reassignment.

(h) Our training programme in public speaking, undertaken with the support of
the Office of Human Resources Management, has been extremely well received by
30 senior officials, including 20 Under-Secretaries-General and Assistant
SoccetarIes-General, and 50 middle managurs. With over 200 more registered for
future sessions and consistently pnsitive feedback from senior officials and staff,
this pL"ogramme has also stimulated interest from outside organbationG and
inst.1tutions in speaking engagements for United Nations officials. In this regard,
wo are launching a monthly calendar of speakers' engagements and preparing a number
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of core texts for apoakofs, as woll as audio-visual aids and guidelines for
television presentation.

'rhe entiro United Notiona syEll."m la bonafitinCjJ frol\\ the speakers I traininC)
programme, which DPt is sponsodu~J w.l th co~operation from the Off ice of Human
Rosources Mnnagoment. 'there if. a lAo a need to organize prognunmoa nl; other Uni ted
Nations offices and for field uluff, who uro frequently cullod upon t',() upoak to the
pubUc.

(i) Wo have changod the UN ~,hn)llJ.<.:J..u 81qn1f.\c~IUltly. :I would atill 1100(1 to
have aCCOGB, for n few months, to spoaial expurtis9 in establishing a mid-term
editorial strategy for the whole portfolio of publioations, RO as to increase
readership Rnd reduce production and promotion costs.

(j) Since September we have launched a new weekly television maga8ine of
3 to 5 minutes duration on different United Nations topics, which is Shown in
100 countries every week, re8chlnCjJ hundreds of millions of viewers.

(k) Recently, with the assistance of 8 number of national radio and
non-governmental organizations we have been able to expand the existing adaptation.
oC United Nations radio programmes in local lanCjJuBCjJes. Examples inclUde. Urdu by
the Pakistan BroadcBoting Corporation, Norwogian by the United Nations Association
of Norway and Darl and Pashtu by Radio Afghanistan.

(1) We have introduoed a video summary of the yoar. The 14-minuto video was
prosonted to the correspondents in mid-December and was shown in 86 co~ntriftB after
28 December, again re80hing hundreds of millions of viowers.

(m) We should be able to develop another Rerieo of television pl'ogrammes on
development iSBUetll one on extox'nal debt and another on Afr iean dovelopment are
pl'ojoctod as pllou. Wo know that wu c~n aohieve this, with 11 comparable success.

(n) In order to bring B bett.ut' clomprohonslon of the world media environment,
wo ttl'ti! cO/llplotlng media pr;ol'ileH uf Itll counl.des where we have information
contl'flu. 'l'hia shoUld be l'eady at the end oC June, to be followed by a cross-check
of illl data with tho fiuld. Wo could perhapn publish it this year and make
pl'ovislonl;l fOl' it.s periodic updating. 1hi9 information would, among other things,
help Uti! t.o idunti fy count! iell t.hat could benofit the most fl'om training proCjJramme8
in broadcasting.

Thoro remain three aroas of important DPI relatod activitios that will require
clLlreful thuught and examination. Those are training of DPI staff, an olectronic
data bank service and the question of the involvement of DP! and other agencies and
programmes of the Unitod Nations system in internationai exhibitions. It is my
hope, in the coming months, with the guidance of; the appropliate intergovernmental
und inter-agoncy bodies, to address thOSQ isouou and to rQuch solutious tbat will
result in more effective communi(llltlon abi lithu [or tho Organization.

It la essential for mo lo elaborate, BS comprohonsively 8S possible, the
perspectives I have gained in the paat 12 months un the role of information in the
reform of the United Nations and how I proposo to maximizo the oontribution of OPI
to achieve its objectivos.
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Since DPI is tlst.i:\hlishiuq itH news programmes and evaluating the programmes
t.hat. are beinljl continul:ld, such «:\6 publications, radio programmes and visitors
servlca, guidance thal this l;ommittee could provide my Department would be very
much appreciated. I should also be very happy to report and make proposals to the
Committee next year on issues of interest in the continuJng dialogue between the
Committee and DPI.

In conclusion, I would like to apologize for the length of my statement
today. However, I ~hought that it was eSfential to present, as procisely as
possible, the activities of DPI during the last yea~ and my views as to how we can
maxlmime the Orr~uizal6on's information activities.

Please acceDt mr very best wishes for a fruitful and productive session of th~

Committee. With your support, and that of DPI staff, I am confident tl1at we have
all the elements needed to promote a better awareness of the aims and activities of
the Organization.
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ANNEX III

Draft recommendations proposed by Tunisia on behalf
of the States members of the Group of 77

The Committee on Information, in coherence with previous resolutions of the
General Assembly relating to information and based upon its mandate as contained in
resolution 34/182 of 18 December 1979, submits the following recommendations to the
General Assembly:

1. All countries, the United Nations system as a whole and all others concerned
should co-operate in the establishment of a new world information and communication
order, seen as an evolving and continuous process, and based, inter alia, on the
free circulation and wider and better balanced dissemination of information
guaranteeing diversity of sources of information and free access to information
and, in particular, the urgent need to change the dependent status of the
developing countries in the field of information and communication, as the
principle of sovereign equality among nations extends also to this f.ield, and
intended also to strengthen peace and international understanding, enabling all
persons to participate effectively in political, economic, social and cultural life
and promoting human rights, understanding and friendship among all nations. The
ongoing efforts of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization, which retains the central role in this field, to eliminate gradually
the existing imbalances in the field of information and communication and to
encourage a free flow and a wider and better balanced dissemination of information
in accordance with the relevant consensus resolution of that organization should be
reaffirmed.

2. Fully aware of the important role that the media world wide can freely play,
particularly under the present situation, it is recommended that:

(a) The mass media should be encouraged to give wider coverage to the efforts
of the international community towards global development and, in particular, the
efforts of tha developing countries to achieve economic, social and cultural
progress;

(b) The United Nations system as a whole should co-operate in a concerted
manner, through its information services, in promoting a more comprehensive and
realistic image of the activities and potential of the United Nations system in all
its endeavours, in accordance with the principles and purposes of the Charter of
the United Nations and the General Assembly resolutions with particular emphasis on
the right of self-determination, the elimination of all forms of racism,
aggression, foreign domination and occupation in order to create a climate of
confi~~~ce, the strengthening of multilateralism and the promotion of the
development activities in the United Nations system;

(c) All countries should be urged to extend assistance to journalists for the
free and effective performance of their professional tasks and to ensure respect
for their physical integrity.
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3. Aware of the existing imb~lanaes in the international distribution of news,
particularly that affecting the developing aountries, it is recommended that urgent
attenti(~ should be given to the elimination of existing 1mbalances by, inter-Alil,
~iversifyi~~g the sour~el of information and respeoting the interests, aspirations
nnd socio-cultural values of all peoples.

4. . ~ft United Nations system aa a whole, partiaularly the United Nations
Edu~~tJonal, Scientific and Cultural OrganiBation, and the developed aountries
shr-uld be urged to co-operate in a concerted manner with t.he developing countrie&
towards strengthening the information and aommunication infrastructures in the
latter aountries and promoting thei~ acaess to advanced comm,~niaation technology,
in accordance with the priorities attached to such ~reas by the developing
countriss, with a view to enabling them to devel"p their own information and
communicati~ns policies freely and independently and in the light of their 30cial
and cultural values, taking into account the prinaiple of freedom of the ~re8s and
information. Tn this regard, support fOI the continuation and strftngthe~ik&g of
practical '__ ~.ning programmes for broadcasters and journali9ts from develop\ng
countriel should ~e provided.

5. The Committee on Information takes note with appreciation of regional efforts,
especially among the developing aountries as well bS co-operation between developed
and developing countri~s to develop further the ru.~dia infrastructure in the
developing a~untrios, espeaially 4n the areas of training and dissemination of
information, with a view to encouraging n free flow and a wider and better balanced
dissemination of information.

6. Articlt 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, wh!ch provides that
everyone has the right to freedom of opinion an~ expression and that this right
includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and
impart information ~nd ideas through any mr.dia and regardless of fr~ntiers, and
article ~9, which stipulates that these rights and freedomB may in no ca•• be
8xercise~ contrary to the purposes and princlples of the Unit~d Nations, should be
reca!led.

7. The relevant paragtRphs of Genoral Assembly resolution 59 (1) of
14 December 1946, in which the Assembly stated, inter alia, thftt freedom of
information is a fundamental human riqht, must be reiterated.

8. Reaffirming the primary role that the General Assembly is to play in
elaborating, co-oroinatir'1 and hbrmoniBing United Nations policies and activities
\n the fiuld of information, th~ Secretary-General should be requested to ensure
that the uctivities of the Department of Public Information, a~ ~he focal point of
the public \nformation tasks of the United Nations, are strengthened and improved,
keeping in view the purp~ses and ~rinciples of the Charter of the United Nations
and the priority areas such as those stated in sect ton IIi, paragraph 1, of General
AGsembly resolution 35/201 of 16 December 1980 and other ~~rtinent resolutions of
the Assembly an6 the recommendations of the Co~lttee on Information, so as to
ensure an object:ive and more coherent coverage of, as well as bett.r knowledge
about the U~it~d Nations and its work. It is recommended that the
Secretary-General ensure that the Department of Public Informationl

(0) Co-oper~te more regularly with the United Nations ~ducational, Scientific
a~d Cultural Organization, especially at the working level, with a view to
maximizing the contribution of the Departmeut to the effcrts of that Organization
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in further promoting th~ attainment of a free flow and a wider and better balanced
dissemination of informationl

(b) Strengthen its co-operatlon wiLh the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries,
with the News Agencies Pool of Non-Aligned Countries, Eco-pool and the B~oadca8ting

Or.ganization of Non-Aligned Countries as well as with inter~overnmental and
regional organizations and with the news agencieo of the developing countries. In
this regard, the Department of Public Information should monitor, as appropriate,
important meetings of the Movement, in particular its summit meetings, as well as
of Jntergovernmental and regional organizations, as this constitutes a concrote
step towards the promotion of a wider and better balanced dissemination of
informatlonl

(c) Continue to disseminate information about the United Nations activities
in the field of human rights, decolonization, the elimln~tion of all forms of
racial discrimination and foreign occupationl

(d) Give the widest pousible dissemination of information pertaining to acute
world eoonomio problems in general, and in particular, to the severe economic
difficUlties of the least developed countt'ies and the need for strengthening the
international economic co-operation aimed at r9solving external debt problems of
~.veloping countriesl

(e) Do its utmost to disseminate widely and publicize the United Nations
Programme of Action for Afric~n Economic Recovery and Development 1986-1990 and the
tremendous efforts of t.he African countries towards recovery and development as
well as the positi"e response by the international community to alloviate the
serious economic situation prevailing in Africal

(f) r~ntinue adequate coverage of the World Disarmament Campaign,

(9) Disseminate adequately and accurately, in conformity with relevant United
Nations resolutions on the question of Palestine and the situation in the Middle
East, information relating to the struggle of the Palestinian people, particularly
its current uprising, and of the Arab population in tl,e Palestinian and other It,,'ab
territories occupied by Israel since 1967, including Jerusalem, for the attainment
and exercise of the their inalienable national rights, and to report thereon to the
Committee on Information at its substantive sossion in 19891

(11) Strengthen its activities and dissemination of informatJ~n on the
policies and practices of ~theid, ~ivln9 due attention ~o the unilateral
measures and official censorship imposed on the local and intern3tlonal media with
regard to all aspects of this issue and to report to the Committ.ee on Information
at its substantive session in 1989,

(1) Further intensify its efforts in order to alert world public opinion to
~he ll1egal ocoupation of Namibia and to continue to disseminate adequately and
accurately, with the full assistance of the United Nations Council for Namibia, and
the United Nations systeM BS a whole, information relating to the struggle of the
oppressed people of Namibia for self-determination, national independence and
('~eduln ea well as to the nead for the full and speedy implementation of the United
Nations Plan for tla.nlbial

(j) Continu~ adequate covera9~ of the United Nations ilctivitie9 pertalninq to
the situat~~n in the Non-Self-Governi~qTerritories,
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(k) further cover adequately and with impartiality the activities of all
U~ited Hatiune peace-keeping opAration8, in view of tha paramount importance of
luch operations for the maintenance of international peace and securitYI

(1) Continue to dia.eminate information concerniug the United Nations
resolutions on terrorism in all its forma, including resolutions 40/16 and 42/159,

(m) StrdDgthen ita informative programmes relating to women and their role in
locietYI

(n) Strengthen its coverage ,~f the efforts made by the United N~tions system
and Member States in the1r campelg~, against ill~cit trafficking of narcotics and
drug abuse.

9. Taking into account the present international ~ituation, the Department of
Public Informatior should continue its efforts in promoting an informed
understanding of the work and purposes of the United Nations system among the
p.oples of the world and to strcngthe~ the image of the United Nations system as a
whole. In this oonnection, it 11 recommended that the Seoretary-General ensure
that the Department of Public Informationl

(al Continue to meintain oonslotent editorial independence and aocuracy in
reporting all material it produce., taking neoessary measures to ensure that its
output contain. objeotivo and equitable information about issues before the
Organi.ation, reflecting divergent opinions where they oocurl

(b) In the oontext of the review of its role, performanoe and method of work,
continue to explore the feasibility of apply~.ng modern technologies for the
coll.ction, production, storage, dissemination and distribution of information
materials, inoluding the us. of .at.llite faailitlel and report to th. Committee on
Information at its Dubstantiv•••••ion in 1989 with regard to its effeots on
prevailing arrangementsl

(c) Consider expanding the programme of telephone news bulleti~s that are
paid for by ite userSI

(d) Cuntinue its oo-operation with those countries that have expressed
readiness to assist the United Nations in resuming the short-wave broad:asts
through their respective national networks fr.e of charge and to enoourage
elpansion of such a type of co-operation with those developed and developing
countries with recogni.ed capabilities in this fieldl

(e) Take adoquate measures to resume lhe taped radio programmes, whioh it
temporarily curtailed, b.aring in mind the objeotive of their effectivft utilization
and ma~imum audience impact and report on thiB matter to the General Assembly at
its forty-third seBsionl

(f) Continue its annual training programme for broadcaaters and jourpallsts
from developing oountriesl

(g) Extend all ~ssistance to educational institutions of Member States and
continue to organize seminars for ~duoators and education polioy makersl
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(h) In view of tho proposals of the Department of Public Information to
eliminatti certain programmes, the Secretary-General is requested to stop any action
on the proposed elimination and t.o submit a oomprehensive report on the matter to
the General Assembly at its forty-third s~ssionl

(i) The Department ot Public Information should guarantee dally coverage of
all United Nations meetings through issuance of daily press relaases and weekly
newu digests in the working languages, reflecting the views of all delegationm with
aocurecy and objectivity. It should alQ I continue to co-operate closely with and
provide assistance to me~bers of the Unit.ed Nations Correspondents Association,
taking into aucount their needs and requirements, Gspecially in the aroa of pres.
releases, whioh provide them with necossary rdW material for adequate reporting and
also thtaugh press conferences and br.iefingsl

(j) The Departm~nt of P~\bllc Information Inould be requested to use the
official languages of the United Nations adequately in its doouments and
audio-visual documentation and to make balanoed use of the two working languages of
the Secretariat I

(k) The Department of Public I~formation should ensure timely distribution of
its material to subscribers and to Unit~d Nations information centres.

10. The S~cretary-General is urged to continue his efforts toecure sound and
stable financial basls for the Department of Public Information to produce timtily
its publications, particularly ~yelQ;ment rorum, Unit.d Nations Y.arbook~

UN ChroDigle, Atrigl Regoyer¥ Report aLd World Newspaper Supplement, and to ensure
that they retain their editorial polioy of intelleotual independence aLd reflect
adequately the United Nations activities, and to submit a report thereon to the
Committee on Inform~tion at its substantivv session in 1989.

11. The unique function of the United Nations information centres, rac091~iued al
one of the most important means of disseminating information about the Unit~~

Nations among th·) peoples of the wo~11, sho~ld be enhanced. In this re9ar~, ~nited

Nations informatlon c~ntres should intensify direct and systarnatic communi:ation
exchange with local media information and educational inltltutions and
non-governmental organizetion9 recagnized by the Economio and Soolal Council in a
mutually beneficial way ana arrange fo~ constant e~aluation of its activities in
this regard. Every effort should be made to establish close ao-ordination with
other field offices of the United Nations system, particularly those of the United
Nmtions Development Programme, in order to avoid duplication of w~rk, taking into
account tho functional autonoiny o~ the United Nations information centres. The
Dopftrtment should ensure open and unhindered access by all people to all United
NatJons information centres and to all materials di.tributed through the centre••
It is also urged to acculnrate the process of linking the relRaining United Nation.
information centres that have not been linked with electronic mail.

12. Stressing the need for cO-Qr~inating information activities of the Unite~

Nations system and recognizing the important role that the Joint United NatioDs
Information Committee play~ in this regard, the Deparbment of Public Information is
encouraged to continue its nctive participation in the work of that Committee.
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13. It is recognized that free distribution of materials is necessary in the
public information activities of the United Nations. However, as demands increase,
and whenever it is desirable and possible, the Department of Public Information
should actively encourage the sale of its materials.

14. The Secretary-General is requested to ensure that the reorganization and
restructuring of the Department of Public Information strengthen and improve the
output of the mandated programmes and activities of the Department of Public
Infolmation, taking into account the need for equitable geographical distribution
of posts.

15. The Secretary-General should take effective steps to increase in the
Department of Public Information the representation of underrepresented developing
countries and of other underrepresented groups of countries, especially at the
senior levels, in conformity with the relevant provisions of the Charter of the
United Nations, and to submit a report to the Committee on Information at its
substantive session in 1989.

16. The Secretary-General should be requested to ensure full programme delivery by
the Caribbean Unit, including implementation of the provisions of General Assembly
resolution 38/82 B and to submit a report to the Committee on Information at its
substantive session in 1989 on the measures taken in implementation of this
recommendation.

17. The Secretary-General should be requested to maintain the functions of the
Middle East and the Arabic Unit as the producer of Arabic television and radio
programmes, to strengthen and expand this Unit to enable it to function in an
effective manner and to report to the Committee on Information at its substantive
session in 1989 on the implementation of this recommendation.

18. The United Nations system, particularly the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization, should aim at providing all possible support
and assistance to the developing countries with due regard to their interests and
needs in the field of information and to action already adopted within the United
Nations system, including, in particular:

(a) Development of human resources as indispensable for the improvement of
information and communication systems in developing countries and support for the
continuation and strengthening of practical training programmes, such as those
already operating under both public and private auspices throughout the developing
world;

(b) Creation of conditioils that will gradually enable the developing
countries to produce, by using their own resources, the communication technology
suited to their national needs, as well as the necessary programme material,
specifically for radio and television broadcasting;

(c) Assistance in establishing and promoting telecommunication links at
subregional, regional and interregional levels, especially among developing
countries.
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19. In this regard, full support for the International Programm~ for the
Development of Communication of the United Nations Bducational, Scientifio and
Cultural Organilation, which oonstitutes an important step in the development of
these infrastructures, should always be provided.

20. It is re~uested that the recommendations relating to the 4ctivities of the
Department of Public Informat\on be implemented within e.isting resources, taking
inlo aacount the priorities set by the General Assembly.
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ANNEX IV

PrgpQI.d IMlndments b¥ the "1ltlrn Grgup .nd JApan tg the drAft
recommendations submitted b¥ thl GroUp of 71

The CQmmittee on InfQrmation submits the following recommendations to the
General Assembly.

1. The CQmmittee on InformatiQn reiterates that the freedQm of lntormatiQn is a
fundamental human right and ls the touchstone of all fr8edoms to which the United
Nations is oonsecrated. All oount~ies, the Unlted Nations system as a whole and
all others concerned, are encouraged to support a new world informatiQn and
communicatiQn order, seen as on evolving and continuous p~oce8s, which maanR that
all cQuntries shQuld work togethet ~o inorease the communi~ation oapaoity of all,
with special emphasis Qn the media in developing oQuntries, and which in jlQ way
means restrictions on the free and uninhibitdd flow of information or on freedom of
the press. Efforts to expand media capacity, which should fQOUS also on the needs
of independent, private media, aim at enabling all persons tQ participate
effectlvely in politioal, economic, sooial and cultural life and prQmoting human
rights and friendly relations among nations. The ongoing efforts of the United
Nations Educational, Scientifio and Cultural Organl.a~ion, which retains the
central United Nations rQle in thIs field, to xeduce gradually the existing
differences in capacity in the field Qf information and cQmmuuication, shQuld be
reaffirmed. These efforts aim at reducing existing imbalanced in this field and at
encouraqing a free flow and a wider and better balanced ~i&semination of
infQrmation.

2. Fully aware of the important role that the medIa wor~d wide can freely play,
it is recQmmnnded that.

(a) The mass media shauld be encouraged to give wider cQverago to the efforts
of the international ~Qmmunity tQwards global development and, in particular, the
efforts of the developing countries to aohieve economic, social and cultural
progress 1

(b) Th. United Nations system ., a whole shQuld co-operate in a ooncerted
manner through its information services, \n prQmoting 0 more comprehensive and
realiacic image of the aotivities and po~~ntial of the United Nations system in 011
its endellvou'C'I, in accQr~ance with the principle. and purpoees of the Charter of
the United NatiQns.

3. The Committoe urges all countries to assure to journalists the fr.e and
effective performance of their professional tasks and resoll'tely condemns l'll
physical attacks on them.

4. Aware of the existing imbalances In the intp.rnatiQnal distribution of news,
particularly that affecting the dev~loplng countries, it is recommended that
attention should be given to the elimination af existing inequalities and .',1 Qther
obstacles, both internal and axternal, to the free flow and wider and bett•.'
balanced dissemi lotion of information, ideas And knowledqe by diversifyi~g the
sources of information and respecting the interests, aspirations and Rocio ~ural

values of all pGoplss, 88 a step towards the attainment of a frp8 flow and b.der
and better balanced dissemi~ation of informbtion.
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5. The United Nations system as a whole, particularly the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, and the developed countries
should be urged to co-operate in a concerted manner with the media in the
developing countries towards strengthening the information and communication
infrastructures in the latter countries and promoting their access to advanced
communication technology, in accordance with their needs and the priorities
attached to such areas by the developing countries, with a view to enabling them
and their media to develop their own information and communication policies freely
and independently and in the light of their social and cultural values, based upon
the principle of freedom of information and freedom of the press. In this regard,
support for the continuation and strengthening of practical training programmes for
broadcasters and journalists from developing countries should be provided.

6. The Committee on Information takes note with appreciation of regional efforts,
especially among the developing countries as well as co-operation between developed
and developing countries to develop further the media infrastructure in the
developing countries, especially in the areas of training and dissemination of
information, to achieve a free flow and a wider and better balanced dissemination
of information.

7. Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Humun Rights, which provides that
everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression and that this right
includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and
impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers, and
article 29, which stipulates that these rights and freedoms may in no case be
exercised contrary to the purposes and principles of the United Nations, should be
recalled.

8. The Department of Public Information should continue its efforts to promote an
informed understanding of the work and purposes of the United Nations among the
people of the world. The Department in conducting its mandate should also
contribute, within its field of competence, to strengthen the image of the United
Nations system as a whole. To that aim the Department is requested to ensure an
objective and more coherent coverage of, as well as a better knowledge about the
United Nations activities in such fields as international peace and security,
disarmament, peace-keeping and peace-making, the situation in the Middle East, the
question of Palestine, self-determination, Namibia, human rights, elimination of
all forms of racial discrimination and apartheid, the advancement of the status of
women, economic and social development, external debt, African economic recovery
and development, illicit trafficking in narcotics and drug abuse, Afghanistan,
Cambodia and terrorism.

9. The Committee fully supports the Secretary-General in his continuing efforts,
in line with the recommendations of the Group of 18, to restructure and revitalize
the Department.

10. The Committee recommends that the Secretary-General ensure that within
existing resources the Department of Public Information:

(a) Continue to maintain consistent editorial independence and accuracy in
reporting all material it produces, taking necessary measures to ensure that its
output contains objective and equitable information about issues before the
Organization, reflecting divergent opinions where they occur;
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(b) In the context of the review of its role, performance and method of work,
continue to explore the feasibility of applying modern technologies for the
collection, production, storage, dissemination and distribution of information
materials, including the use of satellite facilities and report to the Committee on
Information at its next session;

(c) Consider expanding the programme of telephone news bulletins that are
paid for by its users;

(d) Continue its co-operation with those countries that have exp~~ssed

readiness to assist the United Nations in resuming the short-wave broadcasts
through their respective national networks free of charge and to encourage
expansion of such a type of co-operation with those developed and developing
countries and all their media with recognized capabilities in this field;

(e) Guarantee daily coverage of all United Nations meetings in the working
languages, reflecting the views of all delegations with accuracy and objectivity.
It should also continue to co-operate closely with and provide assistance to
members of the United Nations Correspondents Association, taking into account their
needs and requirements, expecially in the area of press releases, press conferences
and briefings, which provide them with basic information for reporting;

(f) Use the official languages of the United Nations adequately in its
documents and audio-visual documentation and to make balanced use of the two
working languages;

(g) Ensure timely distribution of its material to subscribers and to United
Nations information centres;

(h) Continue its annual training programme for broadcasters and journalists
from developing countries focused on United Nations related issues;

(i) Extend assistance to educational institutions of Member States.

11. Future reports of the Department of Public Information to the Committee on
Information and to the General Assembly, in particular on new programmes or on the
expansion of existing programmes, should contain:

(a) More adequate information on the output of the Department on each topic
included in its work programme, which forms the basis of its programme budget;

(b) The costs of the activities undertaken on each topic;

(c) More adequate information on target audiences, end-use of the
Department's products and analysis of feedback data received by the Department;

(d) A statement detailing the priority level that the Secretary-General has
attached to current or future activities of the Department in documents dealing
with such activities;

(e) The Department's evaluation of the effectiveness of its different
programmes and activities, with particular reference to the need constantly to
review internal programme elements and activities.
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12. The Committee urges the Department of Public InZormation to produce and
distribute it~ publications in a timely manner. The Department of Public
Information should oontinue to maintain editorie.l independenoe, to a••ure accuraov
in all the documen~fttion it produces, and to assure that its documentation provide.
objective and equitable information about th~ problems which CODcern the United
Nations Organization, and takes account of dive~gent opinions where they occur.

13. The Committee urges the Secrptary-Oenera1 to oontinue hi. efforts to .ecure a
sound and 8tab1e financial ba.is, including adequate staff, for D.y.lagmlnt fprum,
which should be di.tributed by the Department.

14. The Committee recogni.es that United Nations information centre. con.titute an
important means of disseminating in(ormation about the United Nation. among the
people of the wor'd. In this regard, United Nations information centre••hould
intensify direct and .ystematic communication exchange with local media information
and educational institutions and non-governmental organization.. The Department
should arrange for periodic evaluation of their aotivities in thi. regard. B'~ery

effort .hould be made to establish olose co-ordination with other field office. of
the United Nati~n. system, particularly those of the United Nation. Development
Programme, in order to avoid duplication of work, taking lnto account the
functional autonomy of the United Nations information centre.. The Department
should ensure open and unhin~~red access by all people to all United Nation.
info~ation cantres and to .&'1 materials distributed through the centre.. It i.
also urged to accelerate the procei8 of linkln~ the remaining United Nation.
information centres that have not been linked with electronic mail.

15. Stressing the need to co-ordinate info~ation activities of the United Nation.
system an~ recogni8ing the important rol~ that the Joint United Nation. Information
Committee plays in thi. regard, the Department of Public Information i. encouraged
to continue its active participation in th~ work of that Committee.

16. It is recogulz~d that free distribution of material. is neae••ary in the
public information activitiAs of th~ United Nations. However, a' demand. increa.e,
and whenever it is desirahle and possible, the Department of Publio Information
should actively .ncourage the sale of its materials.

17. The Secretary-Qeneral should be requested to ensure full pr09remme delivery by
all regional radio units.

18. In addition to bilateral co-operation, the Unite~ Nations sy.tem, particularly
the United Natioas Educational, Scientific and Cultural Orvanisation, shOUld aim to
provide all possible support and assistance to th. media in the developing
countries with due regard to their interests and neede in the fiel~ of information
and to action alrepdy adopted within the United Nations .ystem, includin9 in
particulars

(a) Development of human re80ur~6B as indispensable for the improvement of
information and communication systems in developing countries and .upport for the
continuation and strengthening of practical training programme., such a. tho.e
a1reaey operating under both public and private auspices throughrut the develop1n9
worldl
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(b) Creation of conditions that will enable the media in the developing
countries to produce, by using their own resouroes, the oommunioation technology
suitad to their national needs, as well as the necessary pr~gramme material,
especially for radio and televiuion broadcasting~

(c) Assistance in establishing and promoting telec~mmunication link. at
suuregional, regional and interregior.al levels, espec:ially among developing
countries.

19. In this regard, full support for the International Programme for the
Development of Communication of the United Nations Educational, Soientific, and
Cultural Organization, which should support both public and privatft me~ia, should
be provided.

20. The Committee requests that the recommendations relating to the activiti•• of
the Oeparbment of Public Information be implemented within exi.tiDg resource••
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ANNEX V

Prgpos.d tmtAdmlnt.s ~~ China to the draft r.gommendAtions
Submitt.d b¥ th, Group of 77

1. 'Iplag. paragraph 10 witA the following.

The Secretary-Oeneral should be requeeted to make further efforts to expedite
the elimination of the baaklog of the united tlatigns X.arbogk or to suggest an
alternative to make the publication normal. The improv.ment in format and printing
of the UN Chronigle is welcome. The Department of Public Information 18 encouraged
to continue to combine the editorial policies with the intere8ts of the specific
target audience. The Secretary-Oeneral shOUld be r.quested to submit a report in
this regard to the substantive meetin~ of the Committee on Infe,rmation in 1989.

2. 'eplag. paragraph 10 with the fgl;~.

In view of the importance nf radio progrsmmes in developing countries, the
Searetary-Oeneral should be requested to ensure full programme delivery by the
Caribbean Unit, including implementation nf the provisions of Oeneral Assembly
resolution 38/28 B. The function8 of lhe Middle East/Arabic Unit and the Asian
Unit should also ~. strengthened and expanded.

3. pel.t. paragraph 17.
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ANNEX VI

Amendments submitted by tbe G~'~ DemQcratic Republic Qn blbal(
of tb. Groyp of SOciAlist States Qf Eastern-Europe to the dra(t

recommendatiQns by the GrQup o( 77

1. Replace intrQdygtiQp tQ paragraph 2 with the fQllowipgl

Fully aware of the important role that the media ~orld wide can play in
contributing to the further improvement of internation~l relations, especially in
enhancing and strengthening peace, deep6Ding international understanding, promoting
justice, equality, national independence, development, the exercise Qf human rights
and, inseparably linked, the establishmant of a new international information and
communication order, recommends that the General Assembly address appeals to the
following 1

2. Ipsert at the epd Q( paragrap~~1

••• the provisions of the Declaration Qn the Preparation of Societie- fQr Life
in Peace, in which the General Assembly, ipter ali~, recognized the eSS8' 'ial role
of the mass media in promoting the ideas Qf peace and understanding amQ~.J nations,
should also be recalled.

3. Ipsert ney paragraph 8 (e)1

Continue to disseminate information about the United NatiQns activities in the
field of international peace and security, equal rights and self-determination Qf
peoples, development and hum~n rights in accordance with the purposes and
principles enshrined in the Charter of the United Nationsl

4. Replace paragrAph 8 (f) by the (Q1IQwingl

Give the widest possible dissemination of information within the World
Disarmament Campai9~l, aimed at infQrming, educating and generating public
understanding and support for the objectives Qf the United Nations in the field of
arms limitation and disarmAment and make every effQrt tQ ensure an equitable and
timely distribution of materials in accordance with the principle of conducting the
Campaign Qn a universal basisl

5. Replace parAgrAph 8 (k) with the followingl

Further CQver adequately end with impartiality all the activities of the
United Nations directed at a cQmprehensive, just and lasting solution Qf
international conflicts, by exclusively peaceful means, as well as the prevention
of such cQnflicts, including the impQrtant rQle played by United Nations
peace-keeping operatiQns, 8S an eSBential contributiQn to the maintenance of
international peace 8hd securitYI
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ANNEX VII

Dau'_r.v.Q.wnmem1At.1.Qna..Jll.I.c.'.\lse<1 by. the SPQ)r;eMmeD for thl rlgional
groups.~J:hina and whigh could be the bosil tor agrelmlDt

*1. All countries, the United Nations system as a ~hole and all others concerned
should, taking into account the prlnciple of freedom of ths press and information,
co-operate towards the attainment of a new world inf"rmation and communication
order, seen as an evolving and continuous process and based, ~e~ olia, on the
elimination of existing imbalances in t:le field of information and communication
and on the enhancement of the media infrastructure af the developing countries, on
the free circulation and wider and better balanced dissemination of info~ation,

guaranteeing the diversity of sources of information and free access to information
and, in particular, the urgent need to ahange the dependent status of the
developing countries in the field of information an~ communication, as the
principle of sovereign eguality among nations extends also to this field, and
intended also to strengthen peace and international under~tanding, enabling all
persons to participate effectively in political, econemic, social and cultural life
and promoting human rights, understanding and friendship among all nations, and
which in no way means restrictions on the free and uninhibited flow of information
or on freedom of the press. ~he ongoing efforts of the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization, which retains tt 1 central role in this fiel~,

to eliminate gradually the existing imbalances in the field of info~ation and
communication and to encourage a free flow and a wider and better balanced
dissemination of information in accordance with the relevant consensus resolution
of that organization, should be reaffirmed. ~he Committee on I~formation

reiterates that the freedom of information is a fundamental human right and is the
touchstone of all freedoms to which the United Nations is consecrated.

2. Fully aware of the important role that the media world wide can freely play,
particularly under the present situation, it is recommended thata

(,,) The mass media should be encouraged t.o g:lve wider coverage to the efforts
of t.he internationAl community towards globAl development and, in pa., \'.icu\a:<, the
efforts of the developing countries to achieve aconomic. social and cultural
progress;

(b) The United Nations system as a whole should co-oporate in a ~oucerted

manner, through its information services, in promotir.; a more comprehe~sive and
realistic image of the activities and potenlial of the United Nations system in all
its endeavours, in accordance with the principies and purposes of tbe Charter of
the United Nations with particular emphasis on the creation of a cllwale of
confidence, the strengthening of multilateralism and the promotion of the
development activities in the United Nations system.

3. The Committee urges all countries to assure to journalists the free and
effective performbnce of their professional tasks and resolutely condemns all
physical attacks on them.

4. Aware of the existing imbalances in the international distrihut.ion of news,
particularly that affecting the develo~ing countries, it is recommended that urgent
attention should be given to the elimin~tion of existing inequalitiep. and all other
obstacles, both internal and external, to the free flow and wider and better
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balanced c.Ussemi nation of int, ;Il'ltion,\deas and knowledge by diversifyinq the
.ource. of information and respecting the intere.ts, aspiration. and socio-culturl
value. of all peoples, as a step toward. the attainment of a free flow and a wide.
a~d better balanced dissemination of informatiou.

5. The United Nations system as a whole, particUlarly the United Nutions
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Orqanilation, and the developed countries
should be urged to co-operate in a conc~rteO mannwr with the developing countries
and their medi~ towards strengthening the information and communication
infrastructurel in the latter countries and pxomoting their acce.s to advanced
communication technoloqy, in accordance with their needs and the p~iorities

attached to such areas by the developing countri~s, with a view to enabling them
and their media to develop their own information and communication policies freel~

and independently and in the light of their locia1 and cultural value., taking int
account (, above all,] the principle of freedom of information and freedom of the
pre.s. In this r8gard, lupport for the continuation and .trengthening of practice
training programme. ~or broadcaster. and journalists from developing countries
should be prcvided.

6. The Commi~tee on Information takfis note with appreciation of regional efforts
e,pdcially among the developing countries as well as co-operation between develope
and developing countries to develop further the media infrastructure in the
developing countries, especially in the areas of training and dissemination of
information, to achieve a free flow and a wider and better balanced dissemination
of ir..formation.

7. In this regard, full support for. the International Programm, for the
Development of Communication of the United Nations Educational, Scientific, ~nd

Cultural Organization, which shcu1d support both public and private media, should
be provided.

8. The United Nl\t..iona HYRl:nm, pBrt-.!cularly the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cllllural Orqf\J1 i zat.i on, 1n ~ddi tion lo bilateral co-operation, shou1
aim at providing all pO~RLbI0 support and 6ssistance to the developing countries
and their media with due regnrd to tholr interests and needs in the rield of
information Bnd to action alroady adopted within the United Nations system,
inclUding in particularl

(a) Development of human resources as indispensable for the improvement of
information and communication systems in developing countries and support for the
continuation and strengthening of practical training programmes, such 8S those
already operating under both public and private auspices throughout the developing
worldl

*(b) Creation of condit'lons that will enable developing countries and their
media to produce, by using their own r,'Gsout'ees, t.ha communieation technology Buite
to their national needs, as well as th~ necessary programme malerial, especially
for radio and television brnadca6ting;

(c) Assistance in establishing and promoting telecommunication link. at
,ubreglonal, regional and interreglonal levels, especially among developing
countries.
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*9. Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which provides that
everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression and that this right
includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and
impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers, and
article 29, which 'tipulates that these rights and freedoms may in no case be
exercised contrary to the purpos5s and principles of the United Nations, should be
recalled.

*10. Reaffirming the primary role that the General Assembly is to play in
elaborating, co-ordinating and harmonizing United Nations policies and activities
1n the field of information, the Secretary-General should be requested to ensure
that the activities of the Department of Public Information, as the focal point of
the public information tasks of the Unitdd Nations, are strengthened and i~proved,

keeping in view the purposes and principles of the Char~er of the United Nations
and the priority areas set by th& General Assembly and ~he recommendations of the
Committse on Information, so as to ensure an objective and more coherent coverage
of, as wall as better knowledge about, the United Nations and it1 work. It is
recommended that the Secretary-General ensure that the Department of Public
Jnformationr

(a) Co-operate more reg~larly with the United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural urganitation, especially at the working level, with 3 view to
maximizing the contribution of the Department to the efforts o! that orgBnization
in lurtter promoting the attainment of a free flow and a wlder and better balanced
~issemination of information,

[(b) Continue its co-operati~n with the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries,
with the News Agencies Pool of Non-Aligned Countries, Eco-pool and the Broadcasting
Organization of Non-Aligned Countries, as well as with intergovernmental
organizations and regional organizations and with the news agencies of the
developing countries, and should monitor, BS appropriate, important meetings of
that Movement, as well as of intergovernmental and r9gional organizations, with a
view to promotinq a free flow and a wider and better balanced dissemination of
informationl)

(c) Continue to disseminate inCormation about the United NatJ~ns activiti6s
in the field of human rightsl

(d) Continue to disselninate information about the United Nbtions activities
in the field of decolonizationl

(e) Continue to disseminate information about the United Nations activities
related to the elimination of all forms of racial discrimination;

(f) Continue to disseminate information about the United ~ations activities
related to the elimination of foreign occupation;

(9) Continue to disseminate information about the United Nations actlvities
[elated to international peace and securitYI

(h) Give the widest possible dissemination to informatioH pertaining to the
problem of Bconomi~ and social development as well as to international economic
co-operation aimed at resolving external debt problgms;
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(i) Do ita utmost to disseminate widely and publici.e the United Nations
Programme of Action for African Iconolnic .ecov.ry and Development 1086-1000 and the
tremendous efforts of the African countries towbrds recovery and development as
well as the po.itive response by the iDtern4tion~1 community to alleviate the
serious economic situation prevsiling in Africa,

(j) G~ve the widest possible dissemination of information to activitie~

within the World Disarmament Campaign and make every effort to conduct it on a
universal basil'

(k) Continue to cover adequately and accurately all United Rations activities
pertaining to the situation in the Middle Bast and the question of Palestine, in
particular its current developments, in accordance with relevant United Nations
resolutions, and to report to the Committee on Information thereoD at its eleventh
session, in 1980,

(1) Strengthen its activities and dissemination of information on the
policies and practices of apartheid, giving due attention to the unilateral
measures and official censorship imposed on the local and international media with
regard to all aspects of this issue and to report to the Committee on Information
therean at its eleventh session, in 1080,

(m) Continue to disseminate informat~on related to the illegal occupation of
Namibia, to the struggle of its oppres.ed people for self-determination, national
independence and freedom as well as to tho need for the full and speedy
implementation of the United Nations plan f~r the independence of Namibia,

(n) Continue adequate coverage of the United Nations activities pertaining to
the situation in the Non-Sell-Governing Territories,

(0) Further cover adequately and with impartiality the activities of all
United Nations peace-keeping operations,

(p) Continue to disseminate information concerning the United Nations
resolutions on terrorism in all its forms, including resolution 40/61,

(q) Strengthen its information programmes relating to the advancement of the
status of women and their role iD society,

(r) Strengthen its coverage of the efforts made by the Unite~ Nations system
p~d Member States in their campaign against illicit trafficking of narcotics and
drug abuse,

[Cs) Cover adequately and with impartiality all th. activities of the United
Nations directed at a comprehensive, just and lasting solution of international
conflicts by ezclusively peaceful means, with special emphasis on the situation in
and arou~d Afghanistan and Cambodia.) al

~I This wording was proposed for consideration by the spokesmen of two
regional groups, and was not discussed.
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11. Taking into account the prelent international li~uation, the Department of
Public Information should continue its efforts in promoting an informed
understandiug of the work and purpose. of the United Nation. system among the
peoples of the world and to strengthen the imBqe ot the United Nations .ystem as a
whole. In this connection, it i. recommended that the Secretary-General enlure
that the Dbpartment of Public Information I

(a) Continue to maintain conliltent editorial independence and accuracy 1n
reporting all material it producel, taking necellary mealures to enlure that itl
output containl objective and equitable information about i.lue, before the
Organization, reflectinq divergent opinionl where they occur,

(b) In the context of ~he review of its role, performance and method of work,
continue to explore the feasibility of applying modern technologiss for the
collection, production, storage, diss.minat'on and distrlbutian ot information
materials, including the use of satellite facilities and report to the Committee or.
Information at its subltantive lelsion in 1989 with regard to its effects on
p~evailin9 arr&ngements,

(c) Consider expanding the programme of telephone newI bulletins that ~re

p~id for by its users,

(d) Continue its co-operation with thole countries that have expressed
readinesl to as~ilt the United Nationl in relurning the Ihort-wave broadcasts
through their respective national networks free of charge and to encourage
expansi~n of such a type of co-operation with those developed and developing
countries with recognized capabilities in this field'

(e) Take adequate measures to resurne the taped radio proqrammel, which it
temporarily curtailed, bearing in mind the objective of their effective utilization
and maximum audienc~ impact and report on this matter to the Committee on
Information at its eleventh selsion,

(f) Continue its annual traininq proqramme for broadcasters and journalists
from developing countries focused on United Nations related issues,

(g) Estend all &s~ist~nce to educational inltitut{ons of Member State. and
organize .eminars ~or educators and education policy makers,

(h) Guarantee daily coverage of all United Nations m&8tinqs in the two
working language., reflecting the views of all delegationl with accuracy and
objectivity. It should allo continue to co-operate closely with and provide
aSlistance to members of the United Nationl Correspondents ~ssociation, taking into
h~~ount their needs and requirements, especially in the area of presl releases,
press conferences and briefings, which provide them with basic information for
reportinq,

(i) Use the Official languages of the United Nations adequately in its
documents and audio-visual docwnentation and to make balanced use of the two
working languages,

(j) Ensure timely distribution of its material to subscribers and to United
Nations information centres.
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12. The Committee urges the Dopar~~ent of Publio Information to produce and
distribute ita publications in a timely manner. The Department of Public
Information sho~\d continue to maintain editorial independence. to assure accuracy
in all the documentation it produces, and to assure that its documentation provides
ob~.ctive information about the iSlues which concern the Unit~d Nations
Organi_ation, and takes account of divergent opinions where ~hey occur. In
particular, the Secretary-~eneral should be requested to make further efforts
regarding the timely appearan~e of the United NatioDs Ygarbogk. ~he improvement in
format and printing of the UN ChrQnicle is welcome. [The Department of Public
Information is encouraged to continue to combine the editorial policies with the
interests of th. specific target audience.]

13. The Committee urges the secretary-General to continue his efforts to secure a
sound and stable finlncial basis for the publications ~lQgment Fgrum and AfriCA
aceoyet¥.

14. The Co",mittee recognises that United Nations information centres constitute an
important means of dis.Qml~ating information about the United Nations among the
people of the world. In this regard, United Nations information centres should
intensify ~i~ect and systematic communication e.change with local media information
and educational institutions and non-governmer.tal organi.ations. ~he Department
should arrange for periodic ev.luatiol. of theJ: activities in this regard. Evsry
effort should be made to ectablish close ~~-ordinationwith other field offices of
the United Nations system, particularly those of the U~ited Nations Development
Programme, in order to ?" J duplication of work, taking into account the
functional autonomy of the United Nations information centres. The Department
should ensure open and ubhindere~ access by all people to all United Nations
information centres and to all m~terials distributed through the centres. It is
also urged to accelerate the p~ocess of linking the remaining United Nations
information centres that have not been linked ~ith electronic mail.

15. Stressing the need for co-ordinating information activities of the United
Nations system and recognizing the important role that the Joint United Nations
Tnformation Committee plays in this regard, the Department of Public Information Is
encouraged to continue its active participation in th~ work of that Committee.

10. It is recognized that free distribution of materials is necessary in the
public information activitles of the United Nations, However, as demands increase,
and whenever it is desirable and possible, the Department of Public Information
should ac'~velY encourage the sale of its materials.

17. The Secretary-General is requested to ensure that the reorganlzation and
restructuring of the Department of Public Information strengthen and improve the
output of the mandated programmes and activities of the Department of Public
Information, taking into account the need for equitable geographical distribution
of posts, [especially at the senior levels,) in conformity with the relevant
provisions of the Charter of the United Nations and of General Assembly resolution
41/213.

18. In view of the importance of radio programmes in developing countries, the
Secretary-General should be requested to enhance the efficiency of and to ensure
full programme delivery by all regional radio units, namely, the African, Asian,
Caribbean, European, Latin American and Middle Eastern (*) Units and the
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Anti-tpartheid Radio Unit, including implementation of the provisions of the
General Assembly resolul~on 38/82 B.

19. Future reports of the Department of Public I~lformation to the Committee on
Information and to the General Assembly, in particular on new programmes or on the
expansion of existing programmes, should contain a

(a) More adequate information on the output of the Department on each topic
included in its work programme, which forms the basis of its programme budget1

(b) The costs of the activities undertaken on each topiC1

(c) More adequate information on target audiences, end-use of the
Department's products and analysis of feedback data received by the Depbrtment1

(d) A statement detailing the priority level that the Secretary-General has
attached to current or future activities of the Department in documents dealing
with such activities)

(e) The Department's evaluation of the effectiveness of its different
programmes and activities, with particular reference to the need constantly to
review internal programme elements and activities.

20. It is requested that the recommendations relating to the activities of the
Department of Public Information be implemented within existing resources, taking
into account [the] priorities set by the General Assembly.

-21. The Committee on Information fUlly supports the Secretary-General in his
conlinuing efforts to restructure and revitalize the Department of Public
Information, based on the relevant provisions of General Assembly resolution
41/213. The Committee requests the Secretary-General to submit a report to the
General Assembly at its forty-third session on the implementation of its resolution
41/213, which stipulates that the restructuring plan should avoid, inter alia,
negative impact on programmes and bearing in mind the necessity of securing the
highest standards o~ efficiency. Pending action by the Gendral Assembly on this
report, any modifications or elimination of programmes which are not in accordance
with the relevant provisions of resolution 41/213 should be prevented.

- Subject to further consultations.

] Words or phrases subject to further consultations.
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